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FAMILY VIOLENCE
Rabbi Elliot N. Dorff

Part 1: The Legal Status of Abuse
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is the authority for the interpretation and application of all maltrrs

of halaklwh.

1. Reating: According to Jewish law as interpreted by the Conservative movement,
under what circumstance, if any, may:

A) husbands beat their wives, or wives their husbands?
B) parents beat their children?
c) adult children of either gender beat their elderly parents?
2. Sexual abu.se: What constitutes prohibited sexual abuse of a family member?
3· verbal abuse: What constitutes prohibited verbal abuse of a family member?

TI1e Importance of the Conservative Legal Method to These Issues 1
In some ways, it would seem absolutely obvious that Judaism would nut allow individuals to beat others, especially a family member. After all, right up front, in its opening
l

T \VOuld like to express my sincere thanks to the members or the Committee on Jew·isll Law and Standards
for their hdpfu I snggc:-;tions for impruving an earlier draft of this rcsponsum. In addition, I ·would like to
thank Rabbi Debra Orenstein Ior her extensive comments on that earlier drait; Proiessor .T u<lith Hauptman
for sharing her work on ,.,rife-beating with me and for pointing me to the article by Abraham Grossman on
that subject; Naorni Graetz, who has written a hook-length manuscript soon to he puhlished on ·wife-heating
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chapters, the Torah tells us that we are all created in the image of God.' That fundamental tenet would seem to require that, at a very minimum, we do not physically abuse
others. The classical Rabbis of the Jewish tradition, those who wrote the Mishnah, the
Talmud, and the Midrash, certainly understood that to be the case, for rabbinic law
assumes that we do not have the right to strike others and thus specifies five sorts of
compensation for personal injuries. Specifically, assailants must pay their victims for
their lost capital value, their time lost from work, their pain and suffering, their medical
expenses, and the embarrassment they suffered.' Courts may impose lashes for trespasses of the law, but due care had to be taken in the process to preserve the dignity of God
and God's human creature, and even courts now refrain from such punishment. 4 Indeed,
the Rabbis took the notion of the integrity of the individual so far as to say that those
who slander others (let alone cause them physical injury) are as though they had denied
the existence of God.'' Conversely, Rabbi Eliezer said, "Let your fellow's honor be as dear
to you as your own." 6
Given these underlying principles, one would expect that any family violence that
occurred within the Jewish community would be based on misinformation about our tradition,
neglect of it, or simply the foibles of individuals. Unfmtunately, when we probe the sources,
we find some that permit forms of family violence, and some that actually encourage it.
Consequently, before we delve into this subject, it is critical to indicate that the very method
that we Conservative Jews use to interpret and apply the Jewish tradition requires us to see
sources within their historical context and to make judgments appropriate to ours.
The Jewish tradition, after all, has spanned many centuries. During that time, it has
not remained the same. Sometimes its development has been an internal unfolding of its
inherent commitments in thought and in practice, and sometimes the example of other
peoples among whom .Jews lived produced changes within .Judaism. Moreover, not all of
the tradition is of an everlasting and compelling quality, and ;;o generations of .Jews have
reinterpreted some parts of the tradition, all but ignored some, added other elements, and
and who ·was kind enough to share the results of her research ·with me and to offer constructive criticisnr of
an earlier drart.; l\ls. Tienay Lappe ror gi,-ing me some materials on the ddinitions or tl1e various forms or
almse from the psychological literature; llr. Ian l{uss for supplying me with a bibliography on sexual abuse
oi ehildren (seen. S7 and n. 63 below) and Ior giving me important suggestions regarding tlw psydwlogieal
aspects of this responsum; and 1Vf r. l\Tark Rotenberg for sending me information on false reports or abuse.
'11ris responswn is based on an essay 1 wrote for a joint project of the llniversity of .ludaisrn and the .lc·wish
Family Service ol' Los i\ngeles. The hook in which it originally appeared is Sha1om Ra:yit: A Jewish Response to
Child Abuse and Oomestic Violence, Ian l{uss, Sally Weber, and I': lien Led ley, eds. (Los Angeles: The Shalom
llayit Committee, 1992), pp. 48-57, 64-66. Tiwt hook ean he procured Irom Tiw Family Violenee Project,
Jewish Family Service ol' Los Angeles, 22622 Vanowen Street, West Hills, CA 91207, phone (818) 587-.)322.

Gen. 1:26-27; 9:6.
3

IVL Bava Kamma 8:1 and the Talmud thereon.

' Thus the 'lbrah (Ueut. 21:22-23) demands that even someone executed on court order for cause be buried the
same day to presen-e a degree of respect for Cod's creation (''"ror an impaled body is an affront to God"), and

the 'I(Jrah (lleut. 2.5:3) similarly restricts the number of lashes a court may inflict to forty, ''lest being flogged
Iurtlwr, lo exeess, your brotlwr he degraded hdore your eyes}' Tiw Rabbis, in l'ael, diminished tlw number
l'urther on these grounds; d. IVL Makkot 3:10-11; B. Makkot 22a; IVLT Sanhedrin, ch. 17. For a summary ol'
th(' nsc· <:~nd rt'strictions of flogging <Js a penalty, sc·c· "'Flogging,~' f;_.'n(:ydoprwdia ./udair:n 6: l.'i4fh) 1. Such -Aogg.ing, though, was restr.ieted to eourts and was not., one would expeet, given to .individuals Lo .i1npose on others.
Sinee the l':nlightenment, Jewish courts in the Diaspora no longer have had the authority to inflict lashes, and
the lsradi system of justice docs not include such a penalty either.
5

.T. Pe'ah 1:1.
M. Avot 2:15.
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have even taken steps to make some portions of the tradition effectively inoperative. These
changes have sometimes occurred through conscious, judicial decisions and sometimes
through the changing customs of the p<:oplc Israel in many times and climes.
That historical understanding of Judaism is critical for identifying its contemporary
message on any subject, and the topic of family violence is no exception. We look to the
tradition for enlightenment and guidance, and we often find it in a simple, straightforward manner. Sometimes, however, traditional sources say things that we find obsolete
or even offensive. ·when that occurs, we have not only the right, but the duty to exercise
judgment. We must determine whether such a mode of thinking or acting recorded in the
tradition is an historical remnant that must be altered because contemporary circumstances or moral sensitivities have changed, or whether the tradition as it stands is,
instead, an indictment of our own way of doing things and a challenge for us to change.
Thus, to accomplish our expectation to be taught by the tradition, we must be aware of
the twin duties we have as its heirs: we must learn it and preserve it, and, at the same
time, evaluate it and reinterpret it when necessary. Only then can it continue to speak to
us with wisdom and power.
One other factor must be mentioned at the outset. This responsum is \Uitten in answer to
Jews asking about the status of family violence in Jewish law. Jews expect their tradition to give
them guidance beyond the demands of civil law, for we aspire to holiness. We certainly cannot interpret Jewish law to allow us to be less moral than what civil law requires. 7 Since civil
law in most areas of the Western world now prohibits most forms of family violence, Jews must
eschew it for that reason in addition to the grounds afforded by the Jewish tradition.

Acknowledging Family Violence Within Our Community
Family violence is not only an unpleasant memory from sources of the past; it afflicts our
own Jewish families as well. That has not been part of our self-image; the contemporary
Jewish community, in fact, is only now openly admitting that family violence occurs within its midst. Somehow we were supposed to be irmnune from sudr behavior; that was, our
sources assure us, what non-Jews did, not how Jews behave. To take just one element of
this problem, each of the past several years in the United States there have been over
400,000 reports of verifiable sexual assaults against children filed with authorities by
teachers and doctors who deal with obviously battered and traumatized youngsters, and
One migl1t argue tl1at Je\v3 must avoid family violence because \\'e are bound by eivillaw under the dictum,
"the law of the land is the law" (Nl', Nl11:J1
Nl',). That may well be true, but it is not as clear as one might
think, Ior that dielum was usually restricted to commereial matters. Even during the Middle Ages, though,
Jews were forced by the government under whieh they lived to abide by its laws, and rabbis generally saw
that as a .le·wish obligation as well as a civil one- at least to protect the .Jewish community fron1 expulsion or
governmental interrerenee. Certainly, ,vhen Jews began living a8 rull cit.ijl';ens under governments shaped by
the philosophy of the Enlightenment, they saw themselves both legally and morally bound to abide by the
governinent's laws~ and thai continues to this day. Tiu~ operative principle, then, is not so Inueh "'the law of
1l1e land is tlw law'' as it is tl1e need to avoid tl1e tJtvil ?1?'n (desecration of Cod's name) involved in Jews
breaking just civil law and th•· requirement in Jewish law that .lews sec th<·mselves bound hy moral standards
beyond tlwsc oi otlwr nations.

m,

For a discussion of the scope and rationales of "the law of the land is the law," see l<:lliot N. Dorff and
Arthur Rosell, A Living Tree: Roots rLnrl Growth r!f'.Jewish Law (Albany: Stale University Press oi New Y()fk,
1988), pp. 515-2.). For a discussion of sanetification or Cod's name (and avoiding desecration or Cod's name)
<:~nd holiness as reasons to obey .Jewish lmv, sec Elliot~- Dorff, il1itzvah iHean" Cmnmnndment (New York:
United Synagogue, 1')8')), pp. i l.'l-l.'l4. For the demand that .Jews he at least as moral as non-Jews, sec, Ior
example, David Novak, '!he Image of the Non-Jew in Judaism (New York: l<:dwin Mellon, 1983), pp. 90-9.3,
and "Kiddush Ha-Shem," b·ncyclopanlia ./udaiw 10:979-80.
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studies indicate that at least one out of every three girls and one out of every five boys is
sexually abused before age eighteen. \foreover, the number of cases of battered children
reported to state agencies per year has grown from roughly two million in 1986 to three
million in 1994, and some two thousand children, most of them under age four, die each
year at the hands of parents or caretakers. 8 It is too early to know whether we Jews engage
in these and other forms of family violence to the same degree as do other groups within
the general population, but our community surely suffers from all modes of this malady.
Moreover, family violence occurs among the Orthodox at least as much as it does
among Conservative, Reconstructionist, and Reform Jews. Devotion to tradition has not,
unfortunately, prevented violent behavior within the family. Nobody, though, has the right
to brag; family violence is all too common throughout our community. I have been a member of the Board of Directors of the Jewish Family Service of Los Angeles for about a
decade now, with special interest in its Family Violence Project, and I have consequently
been informed of the woeful extent to which this plague infests our community. Similar
projects are now in place or in the planning stages in New York, Chicago, and other cities
as Jewish communities throughout North America, Israel, and indeed the world finally
acknowledge the problem and then take steps to deal with it.'

Beating Wives or Husbands
In this area of family violence as in all the areas to follow, we must be careful to distinguish
acceptable forms of physical contact from abuse. Affectionate or supportive forms of such
contact between spouses are certainly not included in the category of abuse; they are easily differentiated from objectionable behavior by their motive, the willingness of the partner
to be touched in that way, and the lack of physical and emotional wounds that normally
result. Even a one-time slap in anger, while not pleasant or ideal, does not constitute abuse.
W1Ien I speak in this section of beating a spouse, then, I am referring to repetitive blows,
delivered out of anger, a desire to control, or some other motive inimical to the welfare of
the victim, that ultimately inflict bleeding or a bruise, even a temporary one.
Naomi Graetz has written a book-length manuscript on rabbinic responsa regarding
wife-beating. 10 She divides the responsa into five categories:
" The 400,000 figure: Christine Connan, "Memory on Trial," 'llme, 17 Apr. 1995, p. 55. The estimate of one
out of every three girls and one out of ever~y five hoys: .1. Cre·wdson, ll_l" Silf:ncf: lletn~ynl: Sf:xual Abuse (~f

Children in America (New York: Harper and Row, 1988). The figures for haltered children in 1986 and 1994:
U.S. News and World Heport, 8 May 1995, p. 14, based on statistics from the National Committee to Prevent
Child AlJUse. That 2,000 children died through parental neglect or abuse: U.S. News and World Report, S
May 1995, p. 14, based on statistics from";\ Nation's Shame: fatal Child Abuse and Neglect in the United
States," a 248-page report of the li.S. Advisory Hoard on Child Abuse and Neglect.
9

T would like to thank Rabbis Vernon Kurt' and Gerald Skolnik for alerting me to the current ellorts and
plans of the Chicago and New York .Jewish communities, respectively, on these matters, and Ms. Anita
Altman, Director oi Resource Development Ior the New Yiuk U.TA Federation, Ior sending me a Iaet-sheet on
Lhe services currently provided by Nev. . York area Jev. . isll agencies to counterad f'arnily violence and tl1e grant
proposal that was just funded to coordinate their ('fforts. For a summary of some Conservative movcm(·nt

eJiorts on tl1is, see Delle Fried, "Responding to Domestic Violence: A Progress Report," United SynrLgogue
Neview 47:2 (spring 1995): 1.5-16, 2.3.
1"

Some oi her research can he Iound in her arlide "Rejection: A Rabbinic Response to Wiie Dealing," in
Tamar Rudavsky, ed., Gender and Judaism: The Tran.~{onnation of Tradition (New York: New York University

pn·"· 199S), pp. 1.'1-2:\. I want to thank hn for sharing this arti,.lc with me hdore it was published togethn
witl1 another as yet unpublished article that summarizes her research and that spells out this typology together with parts of her hook-length manuscript on this subject. I also want to thank Professor Judith Hauptman
for sharing her article-in-progress on this subject ·with rne; it is now tentatively entitled, ""Traditional.le·wish
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1. Acceptance - i.e., those rabbis who know that some Jewish husbands beat their wives
and permit it. Such rabbis justify it either as a means for the husband to educate his wife in
proper behavior, or as a way to obtain domestic harmony (n'::J 01?127). Rabbis who permit husbands to beat their wives when they fail to pelform the duties required of them by law or when
they violate prohibitions in the law include Rabbi Yehudai Caon (eighth century, Babylonia),
Rabbi Shmuel Hanagid (936-1056, Spain), "the Gaon" reported by Rabbenu Nissim, and
_\laimonides, who writes that, "A wife who refuses to pe1form any kind of work that she is obligated to do may be compelled to pedorm it, even by scourging her with a rod?' 11 Later Rabbi
Israel Isserlein (1390-1460, Germany/Austria) permitted a husband to beat his wife if she
cursed her own parents "in order to keep her away from this strict prohibition?""
A variation on thi~ approach permitted a hu~band to beat his wife if ~he had hurt him,
presumably so that after he vents his anger in this way, domestic harmony would return.
TI1at is how R. Shelomo ben Adret ("Rashba," c. 1235-c. 1310, Spain) rules," and so does
R. Moses lsserles ("Rema," c. 1525-1572, Poland), who condones wife-beating as a response
to taunting or degradation. Tims R. Isserles rules that when the beating is rooted in the husband's aggression, it is not acceptable, and the court should compel hin1 either to desist or
to divorce his wife:

A man who strikes his wife commits a sin, just as if he were to
strike anyone else. If he does this often, the court may punish him,
excommunicate him, and flog him using every manner of punishment and force. TI1e court may also make him swear that he will
no longer do it. If he does not obey the court's decree, there are
some authorities who say that we force him to divorce her, if he has
been warned once or twice, because it is not the way of Jews to
strike their wives; that is a non-Jewish form of behavior.
However, when the beating is caused by her antagonistic behavior, then the husband is
subjected to no such penalties:
But if she is the cause of it- for example, if she curses him or denigrates his father and mother - and he scolds her calmly at first but
it does not help, then it is obvious that he is permitted to beat her
and castigate her. And if it is not known who is the cause, the husTexts, ~·~f'e Beating, and the Patriarchal Construction or .Tev. . ish 1Vfarriage." Naomi Craetz; argues the same tl1esis
- nmn(·ly, th<:~t ·wifc-hc<:~ting stems <Jt lc<:~st in pmt from the inhcn·nt inequality in .kwish marriag('- lmt from a
melaphorje ratlwr than a legal ground jn her artje!e, "The Hal'lorah Tradjtjon and the Melaphorje Ballerjng ol'
Hosea's Wife,"" Conservative Judaism 45:1 (fall 1992): 29-42. [NoTE: Graetz's book, subsequently published, is
Sileru:e is Deadly: .Judaism Confronts Wijelwating (Northvale, 1\.1: .Jason Aronson, 1998).]
11

IVI.T. Laws ol' lVI arriage 21:1 0; eL 21 :3. The lVI ish na h (lVI. Ket ubbot 5:5) requires a wi l'e to "grind (riou r), bake
(bn~ad), w<:~sh (clothes), cook food, mHse her child, make his [her husb<:~nd's] bed, <:~nd work in wool:' In ~. LT.

Laws ol' Injury and Damage 4:16, however, Majmonjdes makes Lhe husband who heals hjs wjJ'e ]jahle l'or tlw
usual remedies of assault, and in M.T. Laws of Marriage 15:19 he says that a man should honor his wife
more than his body and love her as his body. For Hahhi Ychudai Gaon~s position, see Otzar Ha-Geonim to
Ketuhbot, pp. 169-70. Rahhenu Nissirn refers to "the Gaon ol"blessed rnernory" who allows a husband to
whip (or to refuse to sustain) his wife if she refuses to do the chores delineated for her by law; see Rabbenu
Njssjm on Ketuhbot 63b. For Rahhj Shmuel Hanaggjd's posjLjon, sec hjs Ben lVEshJej, S. Almunson, ed. (1H
Aviv, 1'!48), p. 117, sec. 419.
1~

'l(~rumat

13

Rashba, Responsa, pl. 4, see. 113; pl.

Hadcshen, sec. 218.
5~

sec . .264; and pt. 7, see. 477.

" S.A. Even HaEzer 1.14:3 (gloss).
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band is not considered a reliable source when he says that she is
the cause and portrays her as a harlot, for all women are presumed
to be law-abiding (milll:l).''
2. Denial - i.e., those rabbis who deny that Jewish husbands beat their wives. We have
already seen in R. Isserles' comment that wife-beating "is a non-Jewish form of behavior" even though he then condones it for Jews under specific circumstances. 1" R. Abraham ben
David of Posquieres ("Rabad," c. ll25-ll98, Provence) is more consistent. In commenting
on the passage in which Maimonides permits a husband to beat his wife if she refuses to do
the housework required of her by law, he expresses great surprise and says, "I have never
heard of women being scourged with a rod:'
3· Apologetic - i.e., those rabbis who seek to defend the honor of the Jewish community by whitewashing the facts. This usually involves a heavy dose of denial. Wl1en the
facts cannot be ignored, though, apologists seck to marginalize the phenomenon, stating
that Jews who engage in wife-heating do so less frequently and less violently than nonJewish batterers; or to justify such behavior, maintaining that Jews who actually engage
in such behavior do not really hurt their wives or do so for a good reason; or to displace
the blame by shifting it to the surrounding culture. Often, even while acknowledging some
of the evidence of wife-beating, apologists ignore other pieces of it that do not fit their
thesis. Naomi Graetz points to Rabbi Joseph Hertz as an example of such an apologist. 17
;j,. Rejection- i.e., declaring that wife-beating is unconditionally unacceptable. This
is the strain of rabbinic rulings that is most in keeping with our own point of view. The
three medieval rabbis who were most articulate on this issue were R. Simhah b. Samuel
of Speyer (second half of the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth centuries,
Germany), Rabbi Meir b. Barukh of Rothenhurg ("Maharam," c. 1215-1293, Germany),
and R. Perez b. Elijah of Corbeil (died c. 1295, France). R. Simhah, the earliest of these
three, condemns wife-heating in the strongest of terms. He sees wife-heating as more serious an offense than assaulting any other person because a husband takes on a specific
obligation to honor his wife in the marriage contract (ketubbah) beyond the normal obligations we all have to resped the integrity of other creatures of God. Consequently, Rabbi
Simhah decrees penalties for wife-heating that are considerably more severe than the five
remedies for general assault. He says:

Therefore penalize him severely, whether physically or financially,
for what has happened. Great repentance is necessary, and deal
severely with him in the future as you see fit. 18
Rabbi Joseph Karo records Rabbi Simhah's opinion more fully:
I found in a responsum of Rabbenu Simhah that "it is an accepted
view that we have to treat a man who beats his wife more severely
than we tJ·eat a man who beats another man, since he is not obligated to honor the other man but is obligated to honor his wife,
more, in fact, than himself. And a man who beats his wife should be
15

S.A. Even HaEzer 154:.3 (gloss). See also Moses lsserles, Darkhei Moshe to the Tur, l':ver Hal':zer 154:15.

16

A note found in lsserles there (S.A. Even HaEzer 1Ci4:3) says that this was said several centuries earlier by
R. Mordecai ben Hillel in his commentary on the fourth chapter (Na'ara) of Ketubbot, but I was not able

to find it there.
17

Joseph Hertz, 1he Pentateuch and Hajlomhs (London: Soncino, 193ll), p. '!35.

" lt. Simha in Or Zarua, Piskei llava Kamma, see. 161.
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put under a ban and excommunicated and flogged and punished
with various forms of torment; one should even cut off his hand if
he is accustomed to it (wife-beating). And if he wants to divorce her,
let him divorce her and give her the ketubbah payment:'
Further on he writes:
You should impose peace between them, and if the husband does
not fulfill his part in maintaining the peace but rather continues to
beat her and denigrate her, let him be excommunicated, and let him
be forced by non-Jewish (authorities) to give her a writ of divorce:' 19
(In traditional Jewish law, only a man can initiate a divorce, but under specific circumstances a court will coerce him to grant his wife a writ of divorce (a get) "until he says,
'I want to!"' 20 Such coercion has historically included everything from gentle persuasion
to defaming him to his friends and employer to lashes, depending upon the degree of the
husband's recalcitrance and the remedies available to the Jewish court. ln modern times,
the State of Israel has gone as far as imprisoning men who have refused to grant their
wives a writ of divorce at the command of the court, but Jewish courts in the Diaspora
lack that power and have instead used other tactics up to, and including, dissolution of
the marriage through annulment.) 21
Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg follows R. Simhah's lead. He too rules that "a man who
beats his wife ... is compelled (by the court) to give her a divorce:'"" _\loreover, he says that,
"The batterer must be boycotted and excommunicated, beaten and punished with all sorts
of beatings, and his hand should be cut off if it used to beat her:'"'
Finally, in proposed legislation (mpi1), R. Perez b. Elijah of Corbeil, notes that,
"The cry of the daughters of our people has been heard concerning the sons of Israel
who raise their hands to strike their wives. Is it not rather forbidden to strike any person in Israel?" Citing the authority of the Tosafists, R. Samuel, R. Jacob Tam, and R.
Isaac, sons of R. Meir, R. Perez then decrees that one who beats his wife must, on complaint of his wife, or one of her relatives, "undertake on pain of excommunication not
to beat his wife in anger or cruelty or so as to disgrace her, for that is against Jewish
practice." Furthermore, if the husband disobeys, the Court will assign the wife alimony
as if the husband were away on a journey."''
5· Evasiveness - i.e., evasion of responsibility by the rabbis of the time, or "the wringing hands syndrome." The rabbis recognize that wife-beating is wrong, but they maintain
19

Joseph Karo, Bet Yosd lo tlw Tur, Even HaEzer 154:15.

"' Kiddushin 50a; Yevamot 1 06a.
~1

For a diseussion oJ how the Conservative~ Orthodox~ and ReJonn 1nove1nenls have dealt with this issue~ and
the legal theory behind each approach, see Dorrr· and Rosell, A Uving Tt·ee (at n. 7), pp. 52.)-45.
Quoted in Moses lsserlcs' commentary on the Tur: Uarkhei Moshe, Even HaEzer 154:11. However, another
source (Responsa of'Binyarnin Ze~ev- rirst.l1alf of' the sixteenth century~ Creece- no. 88) eit.es Rabbi 1\Teir

of H.othenlmrg as one of those who permit physical punishment to chastise a wife. On this entire subject, see
Samuel Morell, "An Equal or a Ward: How Independent Is a Married Woman According lo Rabbinic Law'!",
Jewish Social Studies 44, nos ..)-4 (summer-l'all 1982), pp. 190-201: and Rachel Biale, WrJmen Uitd Jewish
Law (''<cw York: Sehoek1·n, 19R4), pp. 92-9ti.
1\:Tahararn, Responsa of' 1l1e lVJahararn (Prague edition), see. 81. See also what he wrote in t.l1e Crernona

edition, sec. 291, which is a later answer.
21

Louis Finkelstein, .Jewish Self-Government in the 1VIirldle Ages (New Y<wk: Jewish Tiwologieal Seminary of
\merica, 1924), pp. 216-7. On the topic of those who reject wife-beating altogether see Craetz, "Rejection: ;\
Hahhinie Hesponse to Wife llcating" (at n. 1 0).
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that they are powerless to do anything about it. So, for example, R. Solomon b. Abraham
Ad ret ("Rashba," 123.5-1310, Barcelona, Spain) says:
A question was asked of him: Vlhat is the ruling for a husband who
regularly beats his wife, so that she has to leave his home and
return to her father's home?
The answer is: The husband should not beat his wife. She was
given to him for life, not for sorrow. He should honor her more
than his own body. The court investigates to determine who is
responsible. If he beats her, she is allowed to run away, for a person does not have to live with a snake. But if she curses him for no
reason, the law is with him, for the woman who curses her husband
leaves without collecting the money promised in her marriage contract (ketubbah). At any rate, I do not see that the court can do
more than tell him in strong language not to beat her and warn him
that if he beats her not according to law, he will have to divorce her
and give her the money of her marriage contract."
Similarly, R. David b. Solomon ibn Avi Zimra ("Radbaz," 1479-1573, Spain, Egypt),
affirms the right of a husband to beat his wife "if she behaves improperly, according to
our Torah, in order to bring her back to the right path, for she is under his jurisdiction."
He adds the condition, though, that there must be witnesses to the wife's violation of the
law, and he asserts that "he is not allowed to beat her for matters that pertain to him personally, for she is not his servant." Moreover, "if he habitually beats her, he should be
punished." In a clear reference to R. Simha, however, he says, "There is one who exaggerated in his teaching and said that we can force him to divorce her, even by use of nonJewish courts." In another responsum, Radbaz goes so far as to say that if the court does
force the husband to divorce his wife on this ground, her children by a second marriage
would be illegitimate (mamzerim)." Tn other words, the husband's actions may be wrong,
and the court may even punish him for that, but it cannot free the woman to marry
someone else on that ground. This Naomi Graetz rightly classifies as evasion of responsibility on the part of the court.
In sum, then, the sources are not as unified in their stance against wife-beating as we
probably would have expected and ce1tainly would have hoped. In general, rabbis living in
Muslim countries were the most permissive of wife-beating, those in France less so, and
those in Germany not at all. According to Avraham Crossman, wife-beating among Jews in
Muslim countries was frequent, especially among the lower social strata and particularly
when economic times were hard. Moreover, the phenomenon of early marriage for girls
contributed to this, for the older men who were their husbands may have assumed that they
were not only partners, but substitute parents for their wives. Undoubtedly, rabbis in
Muslim countries were also influenced by Muslim practices, for the Quran calls upon the
husband to beat his wife if he suspects that she is behaving immodestly or disobeying him."
Even so, Grossman asserts, "the situation of Jewish women in _\luslim countries was better
than that of the Muslim women:' Conversely, in Germany in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, women enjoyed high social status: the legislation of Rabbenu Gershon prohibited
"" ltashha, ltcsponsa, pt. 7, no. 477.
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Radba:t,, Responsa, pt..), no. 447; pt. 4, no. 157.

" Quran, ch. 4, v. 3B. See .1. Schacht, An introduction to lslr1mic Lnw (Oxford, 1964), PI'· l6l-l6B.
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polygamy, restricted divorce against the will of the woman, and fixed a high sum in the
woman's marriage contract, and women played a significant role in supporting the family.
In addition, the Ashkenazic Hasidim made any insult or shame caused to a person, including wife-beating, not only a crime, but a sin, where repentance was inflicted measure for
measure. TI1is attitude clearly influenced those outside the community of Hasidim as well.'"
In addition to these historical factors, there is an important legal institution underlying
whatever permission exists in some sources for a husband to beat his wife, namely, that
Jewish law assumes that the husband owns his wife. TI1e Mishnah and Talmud went very far
to protect the rights of the woman, but, after all is said and done, the very language for
betrothal is that a man "acquires" (imp) his wife." 9 It is precisely this that Naomi Graetz,
Judith Hauptman, and others suggest we change to uproot the underlying legal context that
sets the stage for the permission of wife-beating.
Even if one does not want to go that far in changing institutions from the past, we
can certainly say that we no longer think of marriage as the acquisition of the husband,
even if we still use that terminology (p)ji). Husbands in our day have no more right to
discipline their wives than wives have to discipline their husbands. In our times, then,
the opinions of :\Iaimonides and Isserles on this issue, among others, must be set aside
as no longer applicable. Instead, relying on opinions like those of R. Simhah, R. Meir of
Rothenburg, and R. Perez b. Elijah of Corbeil, as well as our own judgment, we declare
wife-beating is prohibited b_y Jewish law. Indeed, those of us who want to retain the language of p)ji for marriage would point out that, in traditional Jewish marital law, when
a husband "acquires" his wife, he thereby takes on a number of binding legal and moral
obligations to her, and, as we Conservative rabbis interpret those obligations, wife-beating is not only incom;istent with, but contrary to, those obligations.
Moreover, in cases where wife-beating occurs and cannot be corrected through theraPY for the husband, we will do all in our power to help the woman free herself from the
marriage. That includes counseling to help her make the decision to extricate herself from
the abusive situation, referrals to Jewish Family Service or other such agencies that can
facilitate that process and show her how to protect herself (and her children) from further
harassment, guidance (if necessary) in obtaining legal help to dissolve the marriage in civil
law, and then appropriate actions within Jewish law to dissolve the marriage by a formal
Jewish writ of divorce (get), if possible, or by an annulment (p1Zi11iji I1l'ji!:lil), if necessary.
A commitment to the life and health of the woman demands no less.
TI1e same is true in the opposite direction. ~11ile there is not, to my knowledge, any source
within our tradition that ever allowed the wife to beat her husband, it does occur. Indeed, if
instances of wife-beating are underreported because of worries about shame, slander, and economic support, instances of husband-beating are probably even more underreported because
men are too embarrassed to admit that they have been battered by a woman; since childhood,
aft.er all, boys are taught that they are supposed to be the physically stronger gender. 30 Con'' Avraham Crossman, ''VIedieval Rabl!inic Views on Wife-Heating, 800-1.300," Jewish Histmy 5:1 (spring
1991): 53-62, especially pp. 57 and 59-60. I want to thank professor Judith Hauptman for calling my allenLion to 1l1is artiele.

'" 1\1. Kiddushin 1: l.
As T 'vas writing this, T happened to come across a ·~near \bby'' eolumn in the morning paper just on this
topic. Abigail Van Hmen states that "the number of men who have been hatten·d by women would shock
most people. This crime is undcrrcporterl hceause many men arc too embarrassed to admit that they have
been battered by a woman." She then cites a letter from a man who ·"was raised never to hit a woman even in self-defense'' - another contrihuting factor to this phenomenon - hut ""many tirnes rny ex-·wife
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sequently, it is worthwhile to mention here that it is also the case that husband-beating is also
prohibited by Jewish law" and is equally as reprehensible. In such cases as well we will do all
in our power to help the man free himself from the abusive situation in ways similar to those
delineated above for a wife suffering abuse.
TI1e Rabbinical Assembly's recently-issued Rabbinic Letter on Intimate Relations applies
this line of thinking to sexual areas as well. The Letter specifically prohibits coercive sex, and
it recommends divorce, rather than passive acceptance, if the marital bond includes abuse
by eifuer party. This responsum specifically endorses those stands.

Child Beating
If a man's wife was constmed as his possession in the past, all the more so were his children - a tenet that is shared by American law and that only recently has been challenged
in the court case of Gregory K. "'Portable property' was Emerwn's term for children, and
most people believe kids do belong to their parents, body and soul. As a practical matter,
the courts have tended to uphold that view;' 12
Similarly, if discipline was the major justification for Maimonides for beating a wife,
that rationale applies all the more for children - at least in some Jewish sources. "Spare
the rod and spoil the child" has firm roots in the biblical Book of Proverbs:
Do not withhold discipline from a child; if you beat him with a
rod he will not die. Beat him with a rod and you will save him
from the grave.'13
TI1is applied to mothers as well as fathers:
Rod and reproof produce wisdom, but a lad out of control is a disgrace to his mothcr. 34
Along these lines, the Rabbis specifically exempt parents and teachers from the monetary damages usually imposed on those who commit assault on the theory that beating
a child is sometimes necessary to carry out the parental duty of teaching the child Torah
·would thruw things at rne and come at me with her fingernails, drawing blood from the scratches she
v.,ould inflict on rny face and neck. Sl1e even broke rny arrn and ribs when she threw a heavy chair at rne.'~

When he finally sued for divorce, she retaliated by filing charges that he had sexually molested their child.
He had lo '"endure humiliating questions," and it eosl him $10,000 in legal lees to prove his innoccneeand that his ex-wife was clinically psychotic and paranoid with multiple personality disorders. "'Meanwhile,
th(' accusations W('re fkvastating.'' .Asid(' from docum('nting one case of husband-alms(', this illustrates

another point Lhal will he discussed in Part IV. below - namely, Lhe need Lo lake cardul steps in determining just who is at fault when there is alleged abuse. Abigail Van Koren, "Not ;\II Spouse Abusers Are
Men," Los Angeles 1imes, 28 May 1995, p. E2.
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IVI.T. Laws of Tnjury and Defense 4:18; S.:\. Hoshen Mishpat 424:10. After this responsum was submitted
and approved hy the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards, Naomi Gra..tz pointed out to me th"t it
should lake nole as well ol' the l'ael that some gay and lesbian partners abuse eaeh other in patterns
similar to wife-beating. While it would not be fair to the Committee to insert this in the body of the
responsurn after their vote, let n1c at least nu~ntion what is dearly in the spirit~ if not the letter, of the
responsurn that the Cornmiuee appro\-ed- namely, that the sarne condemnation of' abuse would apply to

gay or lesbian partners, and the same aid to the abused party to extricate him/herself from the abusive situation must he extended.
32

l'at Wingert and Eloise Salholz, "Irreconcilable Differences," Newsweek, 21 Sept. 1992, pp. 84-90. The
citation ':..ppears on p. 84.

Prov. 23: 13-14; el". Prov. 3: ll-12, 1.):24, l'J:l8, 20:30, 2'1: l7.

"' Prov. 29:1.1.
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in its widest sense, including the difference between right and wrong.'' (The teacher is,
in the Rabbis' view, simply an agent to enable the parents to fulfill this responsibility
of theirs.) Deuteronomy, the fifth book of the Torah, goes even further: it states that
parents may bring a "wayward and defiant son, who does not heed his father and mother and does not obey them even after they discipline him" to the town elders to be
stoned.](, In the latter case, of course, the physical damage to the child is to be inflicted by public authorities and not the parents, and that is a significant difference, but the
parents are still the instigators of this procedure.
One must immediately distinguish, though, between discipline of a child and child
abuse. lt is arguable whether striking a child is ever a good way to discipline a child, but
if it is, that constitutes one end of a spectrum. Presumably, at that end the parent would
hit the child only when the child's behavior was so unusually vile that, in the estimation
of the parent, milder forms of reprimand would not work.
At the other end of the spectrum is child abuse, wherein the parent's striking of the
child is frequent, uncontrollable, unprovoked, and excessively severe. Hitting the child is
not responsive to the child's behavior or needs, but rather acting out the parent's frustration. This occurs especially when the parent either does not understand the needs of the
developing child or has expectations of behavior that do not match the child's capabilities.
Parents also abuse children when they do not know alternative, effective methods of discipline. Striking the child, then, is the parent's misdirected attempt to calm his or her own
inner anxiety and is either not responsive at all, or is not properly responsive, to the child's
behavior in his or her social and developmental context.
In between those extremes are cases in which the line between legitimate discipline
and child abuse is harder to discern. Even granted such ambiguities in the middle of
the spectrum, though, we surely have a problem in our society when ten to twenty percent of university students retrospectively report that as they were growing up, both
they and other family members were beaten to the point of producing, at a minimum,
bruises or bleeding."
;\t most, then, verses like the ones from Proverbs cited above legitimate striking a
child only for reasons of discipline, and then only when no milder form has been effective in correcting the child's behavior. We moderns, though, no longer think of children
as the parents' property to do with as they will, but rather as the parents' blessings and
the parents' responsibility to raise into moral, informed, caring, and productive adults.
Yloveover, we also now recognize that hitting a child is usually not the best way to accomplish those ends. Consequently, while we Conservative rabbis would acquiesce to a light
smack on the buttocks (a "potch") or even striking the child elsewhere on the body with
an open hand (but not punching or pummeling with a fist), only those types of contact
M. Makkot 2:2; H. Makkot Sa-b. For a collection of rabbinic statements concerning COl(JOml punishment, see Zvi
Elimdekh llloom, llrmluwot lla-llinukh (.Jerusalem, S741), PI'· 140-1.)8. See also Gerald Blidstein, llmwr lhv
Pa.ther a.nd Mother: Filial Responsibility in ]ewi.sh T.aw and T\thics (New Y.>rlc Ktav, 1975), pp. l 23-6, 208-9.
36

lkut. 21:18-21. "Wayward and defiant" is the lTndning of the new translation published by the .Jewish
Publication Society oi America; other lranslations render "stubborn and rebellious:' Verse 20 adds that, "He
is a glutton and a ;!run kard."
John N. Briere, Child Abuse Trauma (Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1992), pp. 7-8. I would like Lo tlwnk Ms. Benay
Lappe f'or ealling my allenlion to this book and f'or lending it to me. Olhers, hov. . ever, maintain thallhe degree
of physical injnry is not ·what makes an action almsive; it is rather th(' usc of physical force in an unwanted and

intimidating way. ("Unwanted" must he part oi tl1at ddinition because people who voluntarily play football are
certainly expecting to be su bjeeted to physical force and even intimidating force, but since they see that as part
of the fun of the game and since they voluntarily play, football in and of itself docs not constitute "'abuse.")
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that do not produce bleeding or a bruise would be permissible. In contrast to the verses
cited above from the Book of Proverbs and to the practice permitted in times past, however, we .forbid striking a child n·ith a rod. belt, or instnunent of any kind. We also hereby
declare that, as we interpret and apply the Jewish tradition in our day, it clearly and
emphatically prohibits a parent's use of corporal punishment to the point of abuse - i.e.,
where the child is seriously harmed or where the punishment is clearly excessive as a
response to the child's misdccd. 38
After ail is said and done, though, the use of corporal punishment, even within permissible parameters, is questionable. That same biblical Book of Proverbs that advocates the use of
physical force in raising children also says, "Educate a child according to his own way:'" The
Tahnud understands this to mean that parents should make age-appropriate demands so as
not to put their children into a situation in which corporal punishment would be called for. In
other words, parents have a duty to set reasonable standards for their children so as to avoid
even being tempted to use physical forms of discipline. They must not put a stumbling block
in the way of their children fulfilling the commandment of honoring them. 10
Even in the worst of cases - the kind described by Deuteronomy - the Talmud could
not accept anything like the death penalty. The Rabbis therefore legislated evidentiary procedures that made it impossible ever to attain a capital conviction in such a case. Once having created these barriers, they themselves said, "A wayward and defiant son [subject to
execution according to Deut. 21:18-21] never was and never will be." 41 If the Rabbis insisted that even courts not go to the limit available to them under biblical law in physically
punishing children, parents should certainly limit the physical punishment they inflict or, even better, refrain from it altogether. After all, if the parents' duty is to teach the child
proper behavior, they should not, in the process of doing so, do to the child exactly what
they do not want the child to do to others. Educationally and pragmatically, then, as well
as Jewishly, the best policy is not to use physical punishment at all.
One especially troubling aspect of this picture occurs in instances where parents beat
retarded children. While there is minimal justification for beating a normally intelligent
child for purposes of discipline, retarded children often cannot even understand why they
are being subjected to blows, and so the abuse loses much of its justificatory cover. One
.la

.w

M.T. Laws oJ Assault and Injury S:1; Laws oJ Study (Talmud Torah) 2:2; S.A. Yoreh De'ah 240:10, 450:1;
Kitwr Shulhan Arukh 165:7. Cf. M. Sernahol, 2:4-6, B. Sotah 47a, and B. Sanhedrin l07b .
Prov. 22:6. 'lbe context of the verse - especially the second line of the couplet- requires that the first part
or tl1e verse be rendered as the nevv translation of Tiw Je,.visll Publication Society or . \meriea does: ""Train a

lad in the way he ought to go; he will not swerve from it even in old age:' The H.elJTew of the first part of the
verse, however, is hard to read that way, and the Rabbis understood its words aeeording to their usual meaning, as translated and developed here.

'" ll. Kiddushin 30a, and see Hashi there. Cf. also ll. Mo'ed Katan 17 a. Maimonides, following the Talmud,
speaks or tl1is restriction as applying to a ""big child," wl1ich presumably means an older child (twenty-1\.vo or

twenty-four years old, according to Rashi on H. Kiddushin .30a, s.v. iOn'lll~; see also S.i\. Yoreh lle'ah
240:20), or one married (even at a younger age), and perhaps even one linaneially independent oJ the parents, ,,. l1atever l1is or l1er age. lVfaimonides, though, in the lavv immediately previous to this one, states that
eve-n thongh inordinate demands arc- inclndcd in the commandments of honoring and respe-cting om·'s par-

ents, parents (presumably oJ younger children too) should not make harsh demands on their ehildren lest
they thereby create an obstacle to the child's ability to fulfill the commandments demanding their honor and
respect; indeed, one who does so is to be exconnnunicated for violating the cornrnandment in Lev. 19:14 of

not producing such an obstacle! See lVI.T. Laws ol' Rebels 6:8-9. (Lev. 19:14 is interpreted by the Rabbis to
prohibit putting a stumbling block not only before the physically blind, but also before those who are intellectually or morally blind; sec Sifra on tlwl passage, B. Pesahim 22b, and B. Mo'ed Kalan 17a, which explieitly uses that verse to prol1ibit striking one's gro\vn ehild.)

" ll. Sanhedrin 7la.
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can understand the extra measure of frustration that parents might feel in raising a retarded child, and one can certainly appreciate the additional demands that that entails over
those involved in rearing a child of normal intelligence, but parents of retarded children
need to get help so that they can respond to those aspects of parenting their special-needs
child in appropriate, non-violent ways. 42
The same rules that apply to the discipline of children - but with even less endorsement
for striking the child - apply to family-like situations outside the family where adults arc in
charge of children. Thus teachers, youth group leaders, counselors, coaches, and the like may,
at the very most, give a light slap on the buttocks to children to get them out of bed or going
to the next activity. They may not strike the child in any form of corporal punishment.
None of the above, of course, is intended to prohibit hugging a child so as to comfort
him or her or putting an arm around the child's shoulders as an expression of congratulations in, for example, a ball game. On the <:ontrary, parents who refuse to hug their r:hildren or kiss them thereby deprive them of some of the most effective and needed forms of
love. All of the above strictures, then, are with reference to acts of violence against the
child, differentiated from acts of love or friendship by both the intention and context of the
parties and the form and energy of the physical contact.''

Beating Parents
Ahusc of elderly or infirm parents is, unfmtunatdy, a growing phcnonwnon in our society,
especially as people live longer and suffer from the mental and physical disabilities of old age.
TI1e Jewish tradition has no room for malt1·eatment of parents. Parents, of course, are human
beings and are therefore protected under the general rules against assault and the monetary
remedies entailed therein. The Torah, though, makes parents special. It specifically prohibits
striking one's father or mother, and it prescribes the death penalty for one who does so.''
That, 1 take it, leaves little room for doubt about ilie 'lbrah's view of striking parents.
" I want to thank Naomi Graetz for pointing out to me the importance of noting this special class of cases
oi ehild abuse.
" When I returned home after the meeting of the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards during which
this resp<n1su1n 'vas approved, 1 found an article in the Los Anf(elPs Tilnes describing the efforts of some
Latino parents to save tl1eir children rrorn . \rnerica's ,vorld or drugs, sex, and ,,iolent gangs by returning

them to live with relatives in Latin America, which "offers more rigid school discipline and law enforceInent, and encourages stilT corporal punislunenL - a weleo1ne contrast, they say, to A1neriea"s softer legal
and social systems.'' The article depicts a mother who ''is still bothered by the l"ad that when school oiTicials hen· smv the hruises from the beating she had given ~,..I aria, th<·y "'Warned her that sh<· conld go to

prison ... .It galled her when Maria began to threaten to call 911 to avoid physieal punishment, while De
La Cruz was required to enroll in parenting classes to avoid criminal charges for beating the girl. When
she sent Maria to live for seven months with an aunt in Guadalajara, De La Cruz told the aunt to heat
Maria if" necessary.... Maria, al"raid that her aunt would hit her, did not misbehave. She said she l"ound
out that 'in Mexi;:o, that's your child and no one else's business. The police don't care.' In Los Angeles,
De La Cruz had wanted to make her daughter get a Iull-time job aiter sehool to keep her oli the streets.
That was something else Ameriean law did not allow ehildren to do .... Today, Maria has replaeed gang
parties with the LAP]) (Los Ang<·les Poliee Department) l':xplorer Academy. A ninth-gradi'T, she has
made Jinishing high sehool her highest priority." I am not eiting this artiele to j ustil'y child abuse, but
simply to indicate the other side of the story that we so often -and rightly- hear, namely, that while
corporal punishn1ent should in n1ost cases he avoided, as 1 have maintained here, discipline of children
is derinitely necessary, and in some circumstances e\-en corporal punishment short or child abuse rnay
be appropriate . .lose Cardenas, "Unruly Teens Packed Off to Mexico," /,o.s AngeLes '/lme.s, 12 Dec. 1995,

pp. I3l and D6.
H

1-:xod. 21:1.5. Cf. H. Sanhedrin 84b. If the ehild did not cause a bruise while striking his or her parents, however, the child is liahle for the damages of assault rather than for the death penalty; d. M. llava Kamma 8:3.
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If any more grounding is sought for prohibiting parental abuse, it would come from
the Torah's positive commandments to honor and respect one's parents. The biblical commands specifically mention that mothers as well as fathers are to be revered and honored,
and the Rabbis construed these commands to be demanded of daughters as well as sons.
TI1e Rabbis understood "respect" to require that children not harm parents and "honor"
to insist that they actively provide for them:
What is "honor" (11::J::J) and what is "respect" (l'\i1?.))? Respect
means that he (the son) must neither stand in his (the father's)
place nor sit in his place, nor contradict his words, nor tip the
scales against him (in an argument with others). Honor means that
he must give him food and drink, clothe and cover him, and lead
him in and out. 4 '
So, for example, if the child has food and the parent does not, the law permits forcing the
child to provide food for the parent, and a midrash gives a trenchant justification:
"Honor your father and mother....You shall not murder:' Why are
these two laws juxtaposed (in Exod. 20:12-13)? To teach you: If a
man has food in his house and does not share it with his father and
mother, even when they are young and most certainly when they
are old, then he is considered as if he were an habitual murderer.
TI1erefore the verses "Honor (your father and mother)" and "You
shall not murder" stand next to one another.'"
The Talmud, on the one hand, sets limits to these obligations, so that, for example, one
may provide for one's parents out of their assets rather than from one's own. 47 On the other
hand, stories in the Talmud recount instances in which specific people went to extraordinary lengths to honor and respect their parents, and these are taken as models for us all. 4 "
With this as a background, one can understand that the tradition, which prized honor and
respect of parents so much, would in no way countenance parental abuse.
These laws stand on their own, independent of any assessment of the quality of parenting that one's own parents provided. There are at least two rationales in Jewish sources to
justify a duty to honor even bad parents. One is that the parents, along with God, are the
three partners in the creation of their children. Children owe their very existence to their
parents, and for that reason alone parents have a call on the children's time, their effort,
their honor, and their respect. Moreover, the divine partnership in the creation of a person
along with the parents means, for the Talmud, that "if people honor their father and mother, God says, 'I reckon it to them as if I dwelled among them and as if they honored Me:"'"
'"The biblical command to honor parents: F:xod. 20:12; Deut. 5:16. The command to respect parents: Lev.
19:.3. That daughters as well as sons are commanded to honor and respect their parents: M. Kiddushin
1:7; n. Kiddushin 29a. The Rabbinic exposition ol' those commands: Kiddushin 3lb, Irom which this
citation comes; M.T. Laws of Rebels (Mamrim) 6:.); S.A. Yoreh De'ah 240:2, 4; cl'. also 22ll:11. For furthcT dc"\>Tiopmcnt of these commandment:--, sec my aTticlc, "'HonoTing Aged Fathers and 1\'lothcTs;'

Reconstmctionist .)3:2 (Oct.-1\ov. l9ll7): 14-20.
46

Tanna d'bei Eliyahu 26. Cf. M.T. Laws of H.ebels 6:.3 and SA Yoreh lle'ah 240:5 for forcing the child to
provide Iood.

" H. Kiddushin .31 b-.32a: M.T. Laws of H.ebels 6:.3; S.A. Yoreh lle'ah 240:5. Using one's own resources is, however, preferred: d. Kcsd 1\lishnch to M.T. Laws of Hehds 6:7.
18

B. Kiddushin .) 1b-.)2a: J. Kiddushi n 1:7 (67h); J. Pe'ah 1:1 (15c-d); Deuteronomy Rabbah 1:15.

" ll. K.idclushin 30b.
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Secondly, parents are commanded to teach their children how to behave according to
the dictates of the Torah. While some parents fail miserably in this task, to the extent that
they carry out this obligation, they fulfill a God-like role and are to be respected as such.
Philo, a 1irst century Jewish thinker from Alexandria, put this point well. The tradition
understands the first five of the Ten Commandments as those governing the relationships
between human beings and God, while the second group of five shape the relationships
among human beings. Noting that the command to honor parents is placed as the fifth of
the Ten Commandments and thus the last of the first set, even though parents and children are dearly human beings, Philo says:
After dealing with the seventh day (the Fourth of the Ten Commandments), He gives the Fifth Commandn:1ent on the honor due to parents. This commandment He placed on the borderline between the
two sets of five: it is the last of the first set, in which the most sacred
injunctions, those relating to God, are given, and it adjoins the second set, which contain the duties of human beings to each other. The
reason, T think, is this: we see that parents by their nature stand on
the borderline between the mortal and the immortal sides of existence - the mortal, because of their kinship with people and other
animals through the perishableness of the body; the imm01tal,
because the act of generation makes them sin1ilar to God, the progenitor of everything....
Some bolder spirits, glorifying the name of parenthood, say
that a father and mother are in fact gods revealed to sight, who
copy the Uncreated in His work as the Framer of life. He, they say,
is the Cod or Maker of the world; they (the parents) only of those
whom they have begotten. How can reverence be rendered to the
invisible God by those who show irreverence to the gods who are
near at hand and seen by the eye?"'
Thus abuse of parents is even more specifically and severely denounced in the Jewish
tradition than abuse of other people or even other family members." TI1e positive obligations to honor and respect one's parents add yet more strength to the general obligation to
respect the divine element in each one of us. Since respect of a person would certainly preclude abuse, we are doubly warned in the case of parents against beating them.
Not all parents, of course, are model human beings or paradigm parents; some are nasty
or even abusive. AGGurding to some .Jewish sourGes, one is required to love them nevertheless, either as a corollary of honoring them or as an instantiation of the command, "Love
your neighbor as yourself'" Maimonides, however, does not require love of parents:
'" Philo, 1h:atisr on the lJn:!Llogue, Loeb Classical Library edition, trans. F.H. Colson, vol. 7 (1939), pp. 61,
67, 69.
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This docs not mean that one must continue to administer life-support :--ystems to parents in failing health

beyond all hope oJ cure. Quite the contrary, doing so might arguably he construed as abuse! On such
medical issues at the end of life, see my":\ Jewish Approach to End-Stage Medical Care," PCJLS 86-90,
pp. 65-126; and Avram lsrael Heisner, "A Halakhic Ethic of Care for the 'lhminally lll," l'C./LS
86-90, pp. 13-64.
" Th•· command to love your neighhor as yourself: Lev. 19:1 R. llashi, on H. Kiddushin .'l2a, s.v.)',,!l and
)''7':1K~,; R. Elazar Azkari, Sejier H!Lredim (Warsaw: 1R79), p. 31; R. Abraham Danzig, Hayyei Adarn
(181 0) 67:1. These sources are cited and discussed in Hlidstein, Honor 'lhy h'a,ther and Mother (at n ..35
above), pp ..)6-57.
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Know that the Torah has placed us under a heavy obligation in regard
to the proselyte. We were commanded to honor and revere our parents, and to obey the prophets. Now it is possible for a person to
honor and revere and obey those whom she or he does not love. Rut
with the proselyte there is a command to love him or her with a great,
heartfelt love ...much as we are commanded to love God Himself.''
Moreover, one may certainly disagree with one's parents - although not in a way that they
are publicly shamed, as the rabbinic definition of "respect" cited above specifies.
When parents have abused their children or violated the law, a number of Ashkenazic
sources (Rashi, Rabbenu Tam, R. Moses Isserles) assert that the Torah's commands to
honor and respect them no longer apply. Sephardic sources, however, generally assert that
the commands to honor and respect parents continue even in the face of abuse or other
illegality. Titis is true for R. Alfas, Maimonides, and R. Karo. 54
This dispute has an effect not only on whether one must provide for formerly abusive parents, but how. Ideally, the children should tend to their parents' needs themselves, for, as the
Tahnud notes, part of the honor of parents comes from their child's personal care for them.
You are My children, and I am your Father. .. .It is an honor for
children to dwell with their father, and it is an honor for the father
to dwell with his children. . . .Make, therefore, a house for the
Father in which He can dwell with his children.''
Wlten the relationship between parents and children makes that emotionally impossible,
however, children may use the services of others to fulfill their filial obligations.s 6 For
that matter, even when the relationships between parents and children are good, people
may choose to use nursing homes and similar facilities when that proves to be best for
all concerned. ln those cases, however, children continue to have the obligation to visit
their parents as often as possible, by telephone if not in person. The need we all have for
family ties does not diminish in old age; if anything, it may get stronger as we cope with
illness and our ultimate demise. The Talmud's insistence on personal care is thus as
important today as it was in the past.
While one may, if necessary, delegate the care of one's parents to others rather than
performing the duty oneself, beating parents is another matter. The former is failing to do
one's duty in the optimal way; the latter is violating an explicit interdiction - actually, a
"" Maimonides, i{espmzw, ed. .1. Blau, vol. 2, no. 448, p. 728. Cited in Blidstein, llonor (at n. 35), p. 55.
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Rashi: B. Sanhedrin 47a, s.v. 7l7; B. Berakhot lOb, s.v. ii'l. Rabbenu Tam: Tosal'otto B. Yevamot 22b, s.v.
<111/l711/:l; Morde,.ai to Yevamot, sec. l.'l. H.. Alfas: B. Yevamot 221>. Maimonides: M.T. Laws of H.dwls (Mamrim)
5:12; see also 6:11. Karo and lsserles: S.A. Y<)feh Dc'ah 240:18 (witl1 gloss). On tl1is generally, sec 13lidstein,
Honor (at n. 3.5), pp. 130-6; and Benay Lappe, ·'Does a Child Who Has Been Sexually Almsed by a Parent
Have the Obligation to Say Kaddish for 'lhat Parent: A 'l\'8huvah," an M.H.L. thesis at the University of
Judaism, Los 1\ngeles, 1993.
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Exodus H.abbah :l4:.'l. Note also that one vnsion of the story of the rkath of Rabbi .Judah, president of the
Sanhedrin, has it tlwt as he was dying he speeilimlly asked Jor his children to he in attendanee; see D.
Ketublwt l 03a. The ideal of giving personal care, however, did not become a legal requirement recorded in
the codes - although those legal texts prohahly assume such care; d. Blidstein, llonor (at n. 3.~), pp. 113-11.1.
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Se(er Tfa.sidirn, P. Margaliot, ed. (Jerusalem: 19.57), sec . .564, p. 371; r:l'. sec. 343, p. 257. R. Elie,er Pappo,
Pele Yo'etz, pt. l, "Kaph," pp. 170-172; cited in Blidstein, Honor (at n. 2.1), p. ll S. The entire Autumn 1994
issue oJ The 1"lelton .Tournnl was devoted to the treatment oJ the elderly in tlw Jewish tradition and in modern contexts. It is all worthwhile, but for our purposes I want to eall epeeial attention to the article by Eliezer
Diamond, '""Uo Not Cast Us Away in Our Old Age': Adult Children and Their Aging Parents," pp. 12, 13, 20.
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host of them. The specific prohibitions of the Torah against parental abuse and the concepts and laws of reverence and honor for parents add to the general laws punishing assault
in Judaism's unequivocal condemnation of parental abuse.
In sum, then, one may not love one's parents, either for cause or just as a function of the
personalities involved, and if the cause is severe enough, one may even be released from the
commands to honor and respect them. One may also arrange fur care fur one's parents at the
hands of others, assuming that personal caring is either physically or emotionally impossible
or practically less desirable and that arrangements are nevertheless made for visiting and calling often. At no time, though, do children have the right to assault their parents.

Sexual Abuse
"Sexual abuse," as applied to children, is defined in psychological literature as "sexual
contact, ranging from fondling to intercourse, between a child in mid-adolescence or
younger and a person at least five years older." When defined that way, "at least twenty percent of American women and five to ten percent of American men experienced some form
of sexual abuse as children."'7 Among adults, sexual abuse is usually understood to be any
nonconsensual sexual act or behavior. This definition assumes that we fully acknowledge
the well-known ambiguities of some expressions of agreement or refusal, but it asserts that
such ambiguity does not affect all or even most expressions of one's desires. For either age
group, sexual abuse demeans and humiliates, making one feel shameful and exposed, particularly with regard to one's sexuality.
Some forms of sexual molestation of either women or men leave wounds, including permanent ones that preelude the victim's future ability to procn;ate. Even those attacks that do
not leave such wounds fall under the category of physical abuse, for they represent unwanted and often violent invasions of one's body. Consequently, all of the objections described
above to beating a family member would also apply to sexual assault.
Sexual violation, however, is objectionable on other grounds as well. The Torah states
unequivocally, "None of you shall come near anyone of his own flesh to uncover nakedness:
I am the Lord." After a long list of such forbidden relationships, it then states that such were
the abhorrent practices of the nations that occupied the Promised Land before the Israelites.
The land thus became defiled and is now spewing them out - almost as if the land had gotten an upset stomach from toxic food. Tiw Israelites themselves may remain in the holy land
only if they eschew such practices and act as a holy people. ~Furthermore,
All who do any of those abhorrent things shall be cut off from their
people. You shall keep My charge not to engage in any of the abhorrent practices that were carried on before you, and you shall not
defile yourselves through them: I the Lord am your God."'
Sexual contact with members of one's own family, then, is seen in Judaism as abhorrent
and as a violation of the holiness of the people Israel and its land. Put another way, part
llavid Finkelhor, "Cunent Information on the Scope and Nature of Child Abuse," in '/he hl;.ture of Children, vol.
4, no. 12 (Los Altos, CA: 'lhe Center for the Future of Children, 'lhe David and Lucille Packard !'(mndation,
1994), pp. 21-53. Briere, Child Abu.se Trauma (atn. 37 above), Jl· 4, reports higher ligures (twenty to thirty percent for females, ten to twenty percent for males), but that undoubtedly includes acts short of physical contact like
voyeruism and being tlw suhjcct oi unwelcome sexual advances. A by-now classic study oi one aspect oi tlris subject is Father-Dcwghter Tncest by Judith Lewis Herman, with Lisa Hirschman (Cambridge, IVL\: Harvard, 19lll).

'lhe two cited verses are Lev. 18:6 and 18:29-30.
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of what it means to be a people chosen by God as a model for others is that Jews must not
engage in incest or sexual abuse. To do so violates the standards by which a holy people
covenanted to God should live and warrants excommunication from the people lsrael. Jews
are expected to behave better than that.
Why does the Torah speak of incest and sexual abuse as "defilement" and "abomination" in addition to its usual language of transgression? In part, it is because the Promised
Land was itself seen as alive and violated by such conduct, but surely the words refer to
the human beings involved too. Oll<:'s bodily integrity is compromised when one is sexually abused. That is experienced not only as an assault upon one's body, but also - and
usually more devastatingly- as an onslaught upon one's person. One has lost one's integrity - not only in body, but in soul. One no longer feels safe in the world; at any moment,
one can be invaded in the most intimate of ways. The abuse is thus indeed a defilement:
what was sacred and whole now is desecrated and broken. 19
Sexual abuse is also the source of much embarrassment. The Torah makes this exceedingly clear: "If two men get into a fight with each other, and the wife of one comes up to
save her husband from his antagonist and puts out her hand and seizes him by his genitals,
you shall cut off her hand; show no pity:'"" Despite the special justification the woman had
for shaming her husband's assailant, the Torah demands drastic steps in retribution for the
degradation she caused - although the Rabbis transformed this to a monetary payment that
she must pay." 1 (Incidentally, note that, as the Torah recognized, feelings of shame and
embarrassment are experienced by men who are sexually abused just as much as they are
by women.) The Talmud, when determining the payment to be exacted for the shame
involved whenever one person assaults another, uses this case as the paradigm for what
embarrassment means. We are humiliated when we are sexually abused - even just touched
in our private parts against our will - for we feel that our sense of self has been invaded,
that our honor has been compromised in the most fundamental way possible.
When children are sexually abused, the damage is even worse. Children depend
upon the adults in their lives - parents, other family members and friends, teachers,
clergy, coaches - to help them master the skills of living. Their psychological wellbeing depends upon their ability to trust such people to act for their welfare, for that is
the only way that children can learn to trust themselves and others. Thus, when an
adult sexually abuses a child, the child may not at first experience it as an assault; for
young children, it may even be just an interesting, pleasurable game. Whether immediately or gradually, however, children come to recognize sexual activity with adults as an
abuse of their bodies and their wills, and they feel not only violated, but betrayed. This
often leads to difficulty later on in forming relationships with others, especially sexual
ones, and, in some cases it even undermines the person's ability to trust the world
enough to go out into it for any productive activity.
This kind of frontal assault on not only the body, but the psyche of the child is clearly prohibited by all the Jewish laws mentioned above prohibiting assault, sexual contact
with one's family members, sexual contact outside marriage, and embarrassment of others.
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T think that we would all agree that the Torah's use of' the words .. abomination" and "defilement" aptly apply
to the kind of se-xual alms(' of ··which \VC arc speaking. Whether we shonld also endorse this biblical language
with regard to its prohibition against homosexuality is, to pul it mildly, a matter of dispute. Even those who
would permit homosexual relations, though, would definitely apply that language to coercive sex (be it
hon1osexual or heterosexual), and that is the suhjcct here.
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The Jewish tradition understands the Torah to ban not only sexual penetration, but any
form of illicit fondling or inappropriate behavior for the purpose of gratifying sexual
desire."' lndeed, in light of the extensive damage it causes to the future ability of the child
to cope with life, without too much exaggeration I would say that, in the case of children,
sexual abuse is akin to murder."'

Verbal Abuse
Verbal abuse of either one's spouse or one's children is not treated in Jewish sources as an
offense special and apart from the offense of verbally abusing any other person, but it certainly is included within the latter, mon: general prohibition. By "verbal abuse" we commonly mean comments that degrade a person, especially if they are said constantly. "You
never get it right," "You are simply stupid," and "How Gould anyone like you?" are examples of such abuse. Overly harsh criticism, name-calling, and intimidating speech are also
included in the category of verbal abuse. (Sexual harassment, when verbal, is a specific form
of such abuse that raises problems beyond those that I am discussing here.)
Some call this "emotional abuse" or "psychological abuse," and psychological literature
includes definitions that point to a number of identifying dysfunctions.'A While I have no
doubt that such abuse happens and that this phenomenon needs further study and refining,
both as to identification and cure, I hesitate to use either of those terms now for fear that
some will understand them to include anytime that one person makes another feel bad. When
one does that as part of justified and constructive criticism, however, that may actually be a
good thing to do, although even then it should be done as tactfully as possible. Generally,
making others feel bad is something one should strive to avoid, but it does not rise to the
level of abuse for which another is responsible unless that other person does specific things
that cause the feelings. Consequently, to make the offense as clearly identifiable as possible,
I shall retain the phrase "verbal abuse," insisting that there be objectively recognizable
behavior that makes the culprit guilty of an offense.
One must first distinguish justifiable rebuke for errors from verbal abuse. That distinction follows more or less along the same lines as the one between reasonable discipline
and physical abuse. Specifically, verbal abuse is constant, uncontrolled, and unprovoked,
while a warranted reprimand occurs only when an error is made and when the reproach is
proportionate to the error. At their best, negative evaluations are also constructive, with
suggestions for change, a factor that is always absent in cases of verbal abuse. While verbal abuse is often perpetrated by one who has power over the other, it can occur among
equals as well, as, for instance, when "friends" insult each other, not in jest or good humor
but in an effort to embarrass, humiliate, or harm the recipient in some other way.
"'8. Shablmt 13a; M.T. Laws of Forbidden Intercourse 21 :1; Maimonides, Sefer Ha-Mitzvot, Prohibition no.
353; S<fer lln-llinukh no. 188; S.A. Even HaEzer 20:1. Some, however, maintain that intimacy without penetration is not biblically, hut rahbinieally prohibited. See, l"or example, Nahrnanides on

n. Shabbatl3a and

on

Sefer Ha-Mitzvot, ibid.: the Caon of Vilna, Hiur ha-Cra on S.i\. Even HaEzer 20:1.
Dr. Ian Russ, a child psychologist adive in the Conservative movement and a good friend, has suggested the
following as the best literature on the long-term, serious effects of the sexual abuse of children: John flriere,
lhempvfor Adults Molested a,, Children: lJeyond Surviml (New York: Springer Puhlishing, 1989); .lohn llriere
and Diana Elliott, "T rnmediate and Long-Term Trnpa<:Ls of" Child Sexual ,\buse," in The Puture of Chddren (see
n . .57 above), pp . .54-69; Christine Courtois, Healing the Incest Wound (New York: W.W. Norton, 1988); and ll.
Evcrsline and L. Eversline, Sexual Trauma in Children and Arlolescrnts: Dynamics rif' Treatment (l'lew Y<1rk:
Brunner/Mazel, 1989), T would like lo thank Dr, Russ for supplying this bibliography for our use,

See llricre, Child Abuse 1immw (at n. 37 above), pp. 8-12.
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Verbal abuse of anyone is forbidden by the Jewish tradition under the biblical command,
"and you shall not wrong one another" (Lev. 25:17). 6 ' This prohibition includes verbal abuse
of minors as well as adults,"" an important point especially for teachers and parents.
In addition to these general interdictions of verbal abuse, Jewish sources tell a man to
be especially careful not to abuse his wife verbally "for since she cries easily, it is all too
easy to oppress her.""7 Similarly, the Talmud says that a man's wife is given to him so that
he might realize life's plan together with her: she is not the man's to vex or grieve: "Vex
her not, for God notes her tears.""' These commands are derived, in part, from the promise that the man is required to make in the wedding contract to honor his wife. Indeed,
"He who loves his wife as himself and honors her more than himself is granted the
Scriptural promise, 'You shall know that your tent is in peace:""" Contemporary readers
may be offended by the sexism of some of these remarks, but that sensitivity should lead
one to argue that wives as well as husbands are duty-bound to avoid verbally abusing their
spouses, for husbands, too, can and do feel hurt by such shaming."'
In any case, the sexism in some of these rabbinic comments should not blind us to
the power that they gain from the theological basis they explicitly invoke: verbal abuse
violates not only the relationship among the human beings involved, but also that
between the individual and Cod. Therefore, even though, to my knowledge, verbal abuse
of one's spouse is never categorized as an independent violation of the law with its own
distinctive legal remedies, it partakes of another form of sanction available to a specifically religious legal system, namely the disapproval of one's tradition and of God. One
honors God and the Jewish people when one honors others; conversely, one dishonors
God and desecrates God's people (OlVil 717'n) when one verbally abuses a human being
created in the divine image.
There is a related, more general category, though, that is framed in a combination of
legal and theological terms. That category is 0'1:l1 mm!'t, oppression by means of words.
Since one biblical command not to oppress one's fellow already eovers the financial areas
of life, the Rabbis applied the second verse prohibiting oppression of one's neighbor to
verbal abuse. 71 As illustrations of that, they say that one may not remind repentant sinners
of their past sins, or converts of their previous, non-Jewish lives. Similarly, one may not
call people by an opprobrious nickname, even if they say they do not mind, and one may
not taunt people about their illnesses or the loss of their children.
Tn that same section, the Talmud points out that verbal abuse is more serious an offense
than financial deception is. The latter, after all, affects one's money, while the former affects
one's person. Moreover, finaneial misappropriation can be returned, while verbal abuse can
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See Me'irat Einayim to S.:\. Hoshen Mishpat 420:49.

'" ll. llava Kamma 90a; M.T. Laws oi Assault and Injury .1:5; S.A. Hoshen Mishpat 420::38.
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Hava Mez;ia .59a. Literally~ ""for sinee her tears are eommon, her oppression is near.'' Rav, 'vhose comment
this is, does nol li1nit his re1nark Lo verbal abuse, hut the context is discussing the prohibition oJ oppressing
people by means or vvords.

"" Ketuhhot 6la.
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Yevamol 62b; the verse cited is Job 5:24.
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Hobert Uly is perhaps 1nost well-known for making this point in a number of his hooks, fron1 lron .John
on. \Vhet.l1er due to nature or nurture or botl1, boys and men are, in his analysis, particularly sensiti\-e to

shaming, especially when it is done by someone elose to the pmticular male involved and even more when
it is done in puhlie.
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The Rabbis in Hava Mezia 58b apply Lev. 25:14 to monetary oppression and Lev. 25:17 to verbal
oppression.
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never be recompensed. The Torah itself reflects this increased severity of verbal abuse over
monetary crimes, for it specifically warns us to fear God with respect to the former but does
not include that admonition with regard to the latter. None of this, of course, justifies monetary cheating in any way, but it does underscore the importance that the Rabbis attached
to the avoidance of verbal abuse.
As violations of a negative, biblical command, acts of verbal abuse would make a person subject to lashes inflicted by the court in addition to the opprobrium of the community and of God. It would not justify victims striking back with physical blows or with verbal abuse of one's own- although one may and should defend oneself from such abuse by
either telling the abuser off or by removing oneself, if possible, from the context of the
abuse. Thus, even though verbal abuse of one's spouse and children is never developed as
an independent violation of the law, it is certainly included in the more general prohibition proscribing verbal oppression of any member of the community.
Parents, again, occupy a special place in these matters. The Talmud tells a remarkable
story to illustrate offensive verbal abuse against parents:
A man may feed his father on fattened chickens and inherit hell (as
his reward), and another may put his father to work in a mill and
inherit paradise.
How is it possible that a man might feed his father fattened
chickens and inherit hell? It once happened that a man used to feed
his father fattened chickens. Once his father said to him: "My son,
where did you get these?" He answered: "Old man, old man, e~t and
be silent, just as dogs eat and are silent:' In such an instance, he
feeds his father fattened chickens, but he inherits helL
How is it possible that man might put his father to work in a
mill and inherit paradise? It once happened that a man was working in a mill. The king decreed that millers should be brought to
work for him. The son said to the father: "Father, go and work in
the mill in my place[, and I will go to work for the king]. For it may
be [that the king's workers will be] ill-tJ·eated, in which case let me
be ill-treated instead of you. And it may be [that the king's workers will be] beaten, in which case let me be beaten instead of you:'
In such an instance, he puts his father to work in a mill, but he
inherits paradise. 7~
Thus verbal abuse of parents, aside from sharing in the more general prohibition of oppressive speech (C'1::::11 mml\), involves the added violation of disrespect for parents.

Conclusions of the Response to Part I
1. Beating wives, husbands, or anyone else, and other forms of physical abuse, such as sexual abuse, are absolutely forbidden by Jewish law as we Conservative rabbis understand it.
2. Parents are obligated to discipline their children but should use means that do not
in and of th<:msdv<:s teach childn:n that physical assault is a right of pan;nts or anyoll(; in
authority. For most people, that means no use of any fom7 of hitting at all. For those who
do use spanking or other forms of physical beating as a mode of discipline, it is difficult to

" .1. Peah 1:1 (l.'ie); see ll. Kiddushin 31a-31b; S.A. Yoreh Ue'ah 240:4.
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draw definitive lines as to what is permissible and what is prohibited, but some guidelines
can be stipulated. Specifically, a light smack on the buttocks (a "potch") or a slap with an
open hand is permissible, hut any strike that causes bleeding or bruises, or blows administered with a rod, belt, or other weapon are forbidden. All the more so, any assault that
causes severe, permanent damage to the child is clearly and emphatically forbidden. In
addition, since discipline of the child is the only acceptable justification, random or unbridled heating or any heating unrelated to discipline of the child in a very specific way would
also be forbidden. ln general, discipline is better done without beating of any kind.
The same rules - but with even less endorsement for striking the child - apply to family-like situations outside the family where adults are in charge of children. Thus teachers,
youth group leaders, counselors, coaches, and the like may, at the very most, give a light
slap on the buttocks to children to get them out of bed or going to the next activity. They
may not strike the child in any form of corporal punishment.
None of the above is intended to prohibit either a parent or a parenhmbstitute (counselor, coach, etc.) from hugging a child so as to comfort him or her or putting an arm
around the child's shoulders as an expression of congratulations in, for example, a hall
game. All or the above strictures are with reference to acts of violence against the child,
differentiated from acts of love or friendship by both the intention and context of the parties and the form and energy of the physical contact.
3· Children may not heat their parents, even when parents were formerly abusive
themselves. Adult children may designate others to care for their parents if the emotional
or physical conditions make that necessary, hut separation is one thing, abuse another.
;j,. Verbal abuse is also forbidden. One may and should critici7:e others, including
one's family members, when criticism is called for, hut that must he done constructively
and, if possible, in private.

Part II: Witnesses to the Act or Results of Abuse
1his paper was 11pproved hy the C./LS on September 13, 1995, hy a vote of seventeen inj(wor (17-0-0). 11>ting inj(wor:
Rabhi.s K<"'sel Alwlson, Ben Zion Ber15man, Steph11nie l!ichstein, L'lliot IV. Dorff, S/w.shmw Gelj(md, !liyTOn S. Geller, Arnold
.i\I. Goodman, Susan Crossman, Judah Kogen, f<f!nwn l-1. Kurtz, Aaron r. lVfackle'~ Paul Plothin, .lfay·er Rabinmritz, Joel E.

Rembawn, Gerald Sholnih, /','lie Kaplan Spitz, and Gerald Zelizer.
lhe Committee on .hnd-;h Law and Sunzdanls <!f the Rabbinical Assemh(y provide.<.; WLidance in matters <!f halakhahj(w the
Conservative rnorernenl. 1he iruli,vidual rabbi, hmret'el~ Ls the autlwrit""vjUr the intn};retation and application of all mutters
of ha/alrlwh.

1. Do the prohibitions of :l71il11W7 (defamatory speech about a person), causing shame
to a person (t1'tV1:J), or desecrating God (O'tVil 717•n) make it wrong for a witness to the act
or results of abuse to make the abuse public?
2. Do any of these duties or the traditional prohibition against handing Jews over to
non-Jews for prosecution (il1'0~) make it wrong for a Jewish witness to report abuse inflicted by a Jew to civil authorities?
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3· Conversely, is there a positive obligation to intervene to halt the abuse by making it
public and by contacting civil authorities?
4· In the case of a child, do parents' obligations to teach their children and the prerogatives that issue from that command supersede the duty to try to prevent harm to the child
by reporting the abuse and, if necessary and appropriate, testifying against the parents?

Two commands within Judaism are sometimes misinterpreted to prevent someone from
making one's way out of an abusive situation. One is the prohibition against "evil speeeh"
(:s71i1111V7), and the other is the Jewish imperative to avoid shame.
TI1e Jewish tradition forbids several kinds of speed1 that are related, but different. TI1ese
include lies (1j?1V); truths that it is nobody's business to know (m7i::J1, or gossip); and truths
that, for all their truth, are defamatory (:s71i1 pw7). It is this last type that some people invoke
to claim that Judaism prohibits an abused wife or child from publicly declaring the abuse in
an effort to get help. Since eomplaints about the abuse, the argument goes, will inevitably
defame the abuser, the abused may nut describe what itl going on to uthertl.
Defamatory speech is an important thing to avoid as much as possible, but there are
some very clear exceptions to the prohibition. One exception occurs when failure to
defame the person will result in harm to someone else. If you are asked to be a reference
for someone applying for a job, for example, and if your report will be generally negative,
you are duty-hound either to refuse to write a letter of reference in the first place or to tell
the truth, however negative it may be. Similarly, when failure to disclose the abuse to the
proper authorities will result in continued abuse, the abused person, and, for that matter,
anyone who notices the abuse, is obliged to reveal the abusive facts: even though that will
inevitably ddame the abuser, that is not only permissible, but mandatory when it is done
in an effort to prevent harm to another.'·' As Maimonides writes,
Anyone who can save [someone's life] and does not do so transgresses "You shall not stand idly by the blood of your neighbor"
(Lev. 19:16). Similarly, if one sees his brother drowning in the sea,
accosted by robbers, or attacked by wild animals and can save him
personally or can hire others to save him, and does not save him,
or he heard non-Jews or informers plotting evil or attempting to
entrap another and he does not inform him ... transgresses "You
shall not stand idly by the blood of your neighbor."'''
Indeed, if one person (A) is attacking another (B), any third party (c) has not only the
right, but the obligation to stop A - even at the cost of A's life if that is necessary. This is
the law of the pursuer (~111). 7 ' Unlike the law in many American states, Jewish law would
71

n. nava Kamma 56a; S.A. Hoshen 1Vfishpat28:1 (gloss). Tn n. Pesahim ll:3h, Ra, Papa has a man named
Zigud punished for testifying alone against another man named Tuvya on the ground that the testimony of a
single witness is inadmissible and so Zigud, knowing tlwt he was tlw only witness, was dieetivdy spreading
defamatory information (l71 tllV K':S17:l) about Tuvya. That, however, was when the aet had already oeeurred:
the reqnircment in Bava Kamma and in the comment of lsst·rlcs to tt'stify even singly in all ca:o-cs in which

there is a heneiit. including preventing another person l'r01n

sinning~

rel'ers to a l'uture gain.

M.T. l.aws of Murder 1:14. In 1: 1.5, Maimonides adds both affirmative and negative injunctions to this obligation based on Deul. 25:12, "And you shall eut oH her hand (being applied here to the abuser); your eye
shall have no pityc' See also Rashi, B. Sanhedrin 7.)a, s.v. 117Jl7!1 K'? .

. , 1\1. Sanhedrin 8:7; ll. Sanhedrin 73a.
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thus justify c in even killing an abusive spouse or parent if that were the only way to stop
constant assaults on R, but only when there is imminent danger of the death or rape of R.
In other words, Jewish law allows a third party (c) to do what B him/herself could legally
do according to both legal systems as an act of self-defense."'
The law of the pursuer is based on a broader principle in Jewish law, that of mpi!:l
tv!:ll (saving a life). Specifically, the Torah proclaims the command to follow God's commands and to live by them (Lev. 18:5). The Rabbis interpreted this to mean that we must
live by them and not die by them. Toward that end, the Rabbis determined that we not
only may, but must, violate all but three of the connnandments if that is necessary to save
a life. The three exceptions that we may not violate even to save a life are murder,
incest/adultery, and idolatry. The first of those exceptions, however, applies only when
we would be murdering an innocent person to save our own or someone else's life; if,
instead, the person in question is threatening oneself, we both may and must seek to kill
him or her first, and if the person in question is pursuing another, we must intervene,
even to the point of killing the pursuer, as the law of 1')111 demands."
Now, of course, these are extreme cases. They demonstrate, however, exactly how
far Jewish law was willing to go in order to stop assaults. Civil law is not as supportive of those who murder family members to stop assaults, and even Jewish law would
permit homicide in such cases only when the pursuer's murder or rape of another is
imminent and unavoidable by any other means. People thus clearly need to extricate
themselves from such situations before they ever come to this. Nevertheless, if Jewish law justifies even homicide to prevent assault, it certainly expects third parties to
intervene in less violent ways to free abused people from the situations of their
abuse, such as reporting cases of abuse to legal authorities. "One may not stand idly by
the blood of one's neighbor," the Torah enjoins. 78 One who has information to report
and fails to do so is in violation of that commandment and of Lev. 5: I, "If he does not
come forth with his information, then he shall be subject to punishment." 79 Vlhile
in monetary affairs the witness may wait until summoned, in other matters, such as
abuse, the witness must come forward voluntarily in order to "destroy the evil from
your midst." 80
This is true whether the abuser is a parent, a teacher, or anyone else. Abusive teachers must be removed from classrooms. The leaders of schools, camps, and youth groups
must, of course, investigate the claim before taking such action, and the usual presumption of innocence applies. I shall discuss that aspect of the matter at some length in Part
IV of this responsum. If the charges prove true, however, Jewish institutions have a clear
duty to protect their students from verbal, physical, and sexual abuse.
" 'lbsafot, ll. Sanhedrin 72b, s.v. pn 7l7 :JN:J )N:I, make this explicit with regard to children's right (obligation'?) to
def'end thernsehe8 against abusive parents.
77

H. Yom a RSa-h; H. Sanhedrin 72a, 74a. On these principles generally, d. lmmanuel.lakobovits, .Jewish

1VIedical Ethics ('kw York: llloeh, 19S9, 1'>75), chs. 3-7.
7"

Lev. 19:16. The new translation of the .Jewish Publication Society reads, ''Do not profit by the blood of your
interpreting this phrase, whose 1neaning is uncertain, as the note there says, in the eontext o1" the

fellow~~'

civil legislation in tlH~ verse immediately bef'ore this one. The rabbinic tradition, ho\\·ever, interpreted and

appli•·d Lev. 19:16 to establish a positive obligation to come to the aid of those in danger: cf. M. Sanhedrin
R:7; 13. Sanhedrin 73a.
79

M.T. Laws of Testimony 1:1.

"' Kesd Mishneh to M.T. Laws oi Testimony 1:1; Rosh to Makkot, eh. 1, no. 11. "Destroy the evil Irom your
midst" oecurs a number of times in the 'I(Jrah as a general purpose of the law: lleut. 1.3:6, 17:7, 19:19, 21:21,
22:21, and 24:7; d. also 17:12 and 22:22.
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This raises one complication that inheres in cases of child abuse. Typically, the
teacher or friend who reports the abuse is doing so on the testimony of the child together with supportive evidence in the form of bruises on the child's body. One rabbi who
specialized in the laws of defamation, the Hafetz Hayyim, ruled that any information
that would cause harm to the accused must only be revealed if it could be legitimately
introduced into a Jewish court of law."' Since the testimony of minors is usually inadmissible,'" this would preclude many interventions to redeem a child from an abusive
situation. As T will spell out later in this responsum, recent evidence indicates that
minors - and, for that matter, adults remembering childhood events - are prone to
remember them as others suggest they were, and that should prompt us to be even more
skeptical of children's testimony.
Some Jewish authorities, however, accept the testimony of minors if supported by
other evidence, 8·3 and that should be our stance. Children, after all, are not to be presumed
untruthful, especially in matters as painful and personal as this, and the corroborating,
external evidence can alleviate any doubt we might otherwise have. ln any case, the report
that must be given to civil authorities generally remains confidential and goes only to the
governmental agencies responsible for child welfare, which must investigate further.
Consequently, even if one takes the ruling of the Hafetz Hayyim as being authoritative, this
should not prevent adults who hear of child abuse from children and see evidence thereof from taking steps to have the complaint examined and, if it proves accurate, acted upon.

The Scope of the Laws of Shaming Another
Similar remarks apply to the issue of shame. Judaism certainly prohibits embarrassing someone else publicly. Indeed, rabbinic statements compare public shaming of a person to killing
him or her. :\Ioreover, as we have seen, an assailant must pay for the embarrassment caused
to the victim and his or her family as part of the remedies for causing a personal injury. The
Talmud, in fact, engages in a sophisticated discussion of the nature of shame, asking whether
it is the degradation in the public's esteem or in the victim's own sense of self-worth that is
at the heart of the phenomenon of shame." 1 These sources within the tradition that proscribe
shaming others are all corollaries to the underlying theological principle of Judaism that
human beings are wmthy of respect as creatures of God created in the Divine image.
Some things, though, take priority over this prohibition. Specifically, as in the case
of defamatory speech, when shaming another is not done out of meanness or indifference but is rather an outgrowth of a practical or moral necessity, it is justified, and, in
some cases, required. For example, if someone is committing fraud, a person who discovers this is not only allowed, but duty-bound to expose the fraud. Even though that
will inevitably embarrass the perpetrator, the overriding need is to enable his or her
innocent victims to recover what they can and to protect all of his or her future victims.
"' Hafetz Hayyim, He'er Mayyim Hanim, Laws of Slander 9:20.

M.T. Laws oi T"stimony 9:1; S.A. Hoshcn Mishpal 3S:l.
S.A. Hoshen Mishpat 3.5:14, gloss. lsserles there accepts children as 111':::1 '1lJ (witnesses of explanation)
based on the enadnu~nts (takkanot) of either Habhenu Tam or Hahhenu Gershmn.
The comparison of publicly embarrassing a person to killing l1irn or her, wl1ieh appears in Bava l\letz;ia 58b, is
aid•·d by a play on wordo: the Hebrew expression for "embarrassing" a person (1J':l1:1 11':1M 'lll1':11m) literally
1neans to 1nake the person~s Jaee white~ and that oeeurs also when one dies. Tiu~ legal rcanedy in personal
injury cases for embarrassment is discussed in the Mishnah flava Kamma 8:1 and 8:6 and in the Talmud at
llava Kamma 86a-b, where the discussion of the essence of sharne also appears.
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If such monetary concerns supersede the concern of shaming another, preventing
bodily injury or even death docs so all the more. As in the case of defamatory speech, we
may not stand idly by but must rather expose the abuser so as to stop the abuse and get
help for his or her victims. This is demanded, as explained above, both under the laws of
1"]111 (the pursuer) and also under its legal root, the requirement to violate all but three of
the commandments of the Torah in order to save the life of another (tv5:1J n1j?'5:1).
Identifying an abuser will inevitably cause him or her shame, and we should not do that
any more than necessary. The Torah, after all, demands that we respect even the executed
body of a murderer by not letting it remain unburied overnight."' But we are not only permitted, but required to override our concern for embarrassing the perpetrator to stop the
abuse and to get help for the victims.

Informing Civil Authorities: The Issues of Mesirah and Hillul Ha-Shem
'lbditional Jewish law forbids i11'0?.), turning Jews over to non-Jewish courts for judgment.'"
This prohibition undoubtedly arose out of two concerns. First, rampant discrimination against
Jews in society generally made it unlikely that Jewish litigants would get a fair hearing. On the
contrary, a dispute among Jews aired in a gentile court might supply the occasion for punishing both Jewish litigants and perhaps the entire Jewish community. Better that we not call
attention to ourselves altogether.
Moreover, rabbis over the generations wanted to make sure that the authority of
kwish law was not undcrmincd any mon: than ncc<:ssary through the usc of non-kwish
courts bv Jews. ln civil matters there was often no choice, and so Samuel in the third
century ~lready announces the principle of ~J'1 ~m::Jl;>?-)1 ~J'1, the law of the land is the
law. That was restricted, though, to civil matters, and until the Enlightenment, Jews did,
in fact, use Jewish courts to adjudicate even their civil disputes, although often by the
generally accepted, non-Jewish laws of commerce in force at the time. How, then, can a
Jew in good conscience inform civil authorities about a Jew who is apparently abusing
his or her family member?
Since the advent of the Enlightenment, a number of rabbis have mlcd that the laws of
i11'0?.) no longer apply. Some, like the Arukh Ha-Shulhan, have maintained that using nonJewish comts was prohibited only when they were unfair to Jews (and perhaps to others as
well), and when the prosecution of a Jew in a non-Jewish court would be the occasion for
persecution of the entite Jewish community. Since neither of these factors characterizes
courts in Western democracies nowadays, Jews may use non-Jewish courts."'
Even if one maintains that the prohibition of using non-Jewish courts still holds, it
would not apply to criminal matters, where Jewish courts have no jurisdiction or power to
punish. Thus Rabbi Moses Tsserles, who lived in a pre-Enlightenment society (sixteenthcentury Poland), cites others who lived even earlier who hold that "if a person is strnck by
us

Dent. 21 :2.3.

"" n. GitLin 88b; M.T. Laws oi Courts (Sanhedrin)

26:7. See Dorff and Rosell, A Living Tree (at n. 7 above), pp.
320-.324 and 515-539. See also Herschel Schachter, "Dina de Vlalchusa Dina," Journal of Halacha, and
Cmzte1nponny Societ_ y 1:1, and Simcha Krauss, ""Litigation in Secular Courts,"' .Journal (lllaladw and
Contemporary Society 11:1. Tarn indebted l'or rnuch ol' the material ol' this section to the article by Rabbi Mark
Dratch, 'The I' hysical, Sexual and Emotional ,\buse of Children," in Shalom 8ay1t: A Jewish Hespon.se to Child
AlJnse and Domestic Violmce, Ian Russ, Sally Weber, and Ellen Lerlley, eds. (Los Angeles: University oi Judaism
and the Jewish Family Service ol' Los Angeles, 1994. the edition l'or the Orthodox eomrnunity), pp. 1-ll. 5'1-62.
Arukh Ha-Shulhan, Hoshcn Mishpat 388:7.
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another, he may go to complain before the non-Jewish court even though he will thereby
cause great harm to the injurcr:' 88 Since Jewish courts in our day have even less power and
authority to handle such matters than they did in pre-Enlightenment times, Ashkenazi Jews,
those whose ancestors came from Central and Eastern Europe, can rely on that ruling.
Sephardic Jews generally follow Rabbi Joseph Karo, author of the Shulhan Arukh
on which Rabbi lsserles commented. Rabbi Karo asserts that the prohibition of i1i'0?;)
continues to his day, making it illegal for a Jew who is being harassed to report that to
the civil authorities. Even Karo, though, maintained that when there is a i1:::l':!>i1 i:l7:!>?;), a
menace to the community as a whole, i1i'0?;) is permissible.'" He was probably talking
about non-Jews attacking the Jewish community as a whole for the reprehensible action
of on•: of its members. L•:gal authoriti•:s in Weskrn demoeraci,;s are unlikely to inflict
penalties on the Jewish community as a group on the excuse that there are some Jews
who are batterers; the government is much more likely to prosecute such people as individuals, just as they would any other citizen who violated the law.
In our time, though, abuse of spouses, elderly parents, and especially children has unfortunately reached the extent of a i1:::l':!>i1 i37:!>?;) in three other senses - namely, those who
abuse others constitute a physical threat not just to the ones they have already abused, but
to all potential, future victims as well and therefore to the entire community; secondly,
abusers pose a threat to the sense of well-being of the community as a whole by making it
an unsafe place to live; and, thirdly, abusers within our community defame us as a community and God whom we worship, and the desecration of the divine Name (C1Vi1 717•n)
involved is also a source of pain and suffering for the community. Consequently, it is certainly within the spirit of these precedents, if not their letter, to assert that for both
Sephardic as well as Ashkenazi Jews, victims of abuse and witnesses to abuse may, and
indeed should, enlist the help of governmental agencies. In any case, we in our time, as the
Conservative movement's Committee on Jewish Law and Standards, hereby rule that,
according to Jewish law as we interpret it, victims of abuse should inform the police and
avail themselves of the remedies and protections that civil law affords.
Rabbis present a special case in this because American law recognizes a clergy-client
(usually called "priest-penitent") privilege. Tims if a Jew in the course of counseling with his
or her rabbi disclosed that he or she had engaged in spousal or child abuse, American law
would protect the confidentiality of that disclosure unless the counselee waived that right or
indicated his or her intention to engage in future abuse of the same kind. Absent either of
those conditions, the rabbi might be successfully sued as a breach of privacy for repmting the
past abuse to civil authorities - although some states interpret the immunity of clergy to the
child abuse reporting laws very narrowly.'Jo For purposes of this responsum, then, suffice it to
"" S.A. Hoshen Mishpat 388:7, gloss, and see eomment no. 45 of the ShalJ1 on tlwt passage. ShalJ1 tlwre (on
338: 12), in comment no. 60, understands lsserles to be saying categorically that "if someone is accustomed to
strike others, it is pennissihle to hand hirn over (to gentile authorities) for one's protection so that he will not

strike people any longerc' See also glosses of' Tsserles to Hoshen Mishpat388:9 and 26:4 and his commentary
llarkhei Moshe to the Tur, Hoshen Mishpat 338, comment no. 14. The earlier sources he cites are the Teshuvot
Maimoniot of Maimonides (1140-1204, Spain and Egypt), N<"ikin, Responsum no. 66; tlw Mordceai (Mordeeai
ben Hillel Ha-Kohen, 1240~-1298, Cerrnany). R. Jacob ben Judah Weil (Cerrnany, d. 1456), and Mahararn of'
lli"bmg (possihly Pt. Menahcm of Mnsdmrg, iirst half of the fomtecnth century, Saxony, Gnmany).
"9

S.A. Hoshen Mishpal 388:12, according to the text quoted by Shakh at that place, comment no. 59, and by
the Cacm of Vilna (Cra), no. 71.

9"

Tiw exception to tlw dergy/elient privilege was established in tlw case of Ihrr"o[(uo~. Board of Regents rifthe
University of California. 529 1'. 2d 553 (Cal. 1974); modiiied 551 1'. 2d 3.34 (Cal. 1976), which also affirmed the
general privilege itself. 'l11e California Evidence Code, Article 8, Section 1033, states: "Subject to Section 912, a
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say that the provisions in Jewish law demanding that we save life and limb would require those
who know about an abusive situation to report it to the civil authorities so that it might end,
and, from the p<:rspcctivc of Jewish law, that would apply to rabbis no less than to any other
Jew. Rabbis who become aware of an abusive situation in a counseling setting, however, should
consult with an attorney to determine whether civil law grants them the right to report the
matter in the specific case before them and, if not, they should seek to end the abusive situation in some other way.Y 1
penitent, whether or not a party (i.e., litigant in the case before the court), has a privilege to refuse to disclose,
and to prevent another frorn disclosing, a penitential cornmunication if he claims the privilege;'' and Section
10:\4 state-s: "'Subj<·ct to S,·ction 912, a clerg)"nan, whcthn or not a party, has a privilege to refuse to disclose a
penitential communication if he daims tlw privilege}' Tiw parallel Arkansas statute reads: "No minister of the
gospel or priest of any denomination shall be compelled to testify in relation to any confession made to him in
his professional character, in the course of discipline hy the rule of practice of such denomination.'' _'.Jew York
and 1VJiel1igan, lil<e Calif'ornia, substitute '"'allowed'' f'or '"compelled," thus giving t.he penitent the right to prevent
the clergyperson from revealing the confession made to him/her in his/her capacity as a member of the clergy.
TI1is "seal of the confessional" has been generally recognized by tlw civil courts even in those slates that do nol
have suel1 a privilege written into their evidence codes, even thougl1 by the old common lav. . conf'essions ""'ere
not considered privileg<·d. N<·w York is possibly the first of all English-speaking states from the time of the
Rcl'ormalion to grant tl1is protection, for it is docunwnled in a decision of De Will Clinton made in .Tune. 1813.
See Louisell, Kaplan, and Waltz, Ca.st'S and Malerials on f~vidence, 3d ed. (Mineola, NY: l<'oundation l'ress,

1976), pp. 666-667.1 would like to thank Hahhi llcn Zion llergman for these references.
91

Tt is important as \vell to determine \vhether tl1e clergy member's immunity f'rom tl1e legal responsibility to
repmt abuse is narrowly or broadly constmed in the state- in which it takes place. Thus although California
has written that privilege into its laws of evidence, Dr. Ian Russ has shared witl1 me an ollicial opinion of the
state's Office of the Attorney General according to which a clergy member's immunity from being a mandated reporter of child abuse only exists in the '"'"priest-penitent"' relationship and not ·when the rabbi is serving
as a teacher, camp counselor, or educational director. Under t.l1is interpretation, tl1e pri\·ilege would never
apply to those professionals or rabbis acting in those capacities; it probably would not even apply to a cantor,
for even tlwugh cantors are construed as dergypersons in California for the purposes of perlorming weddings, they are not regularly called upon to engage in confidential counseling, and tl1eir job description rarely
includes that. ~,..lore-over, eve-n for rabbi:-;, the privilege may lw very narrowly construed, for~ as the definition
of priest-penitent privilege in the third paragraph of this opinion and in the last paragraph of it indicate, il
exists only when the religion itself afiinns it, but Judaism prefers saving life and limb to privacy.

The Allorncy General's olliee opinion slates tlw following:
IH:S I'ONSI H IIJTY 0 F THE CLERGY Ll N llEH. THE CHI Lll AH LISE H.I<:I'OH.TI f\G I A\V
(Penal Code Sections 11165-11174)
Participation of the clergy in reporting a ease or suspeeted child abuse is entirely voluntary.
Pric·sts, mini:-;tcrs, re~bhis and other clergy <Jrc not included in any of the ce~tJ·gm·i(':" of professionals required lo report child abuse ... (See Stals. 1'!80, r:h. 1071. nos. l-4) ....
It must be remembered, however, that insofar as a member of the clergy is also practicing
a prol'ess.ion or vocation which .is .included .in one oJ the eatcgor.ics oJ JllaJulat.ed reporters~ he
or she must report suspected cl1ild abuse discovered v. . hile acting in that capacity. For
instance, clergy ··who arc teacher:-;, school administrator:--, mani<:~gc, family and child counselors, or social workers are required to report. .. .In no event., however, nwy dcrgy he
required to reveal "·penitential communications," for these communications are protected by
the penitent-dergyperS()n privilege.
A '~'penitential communication' is a communication made in eonridence, in tlle presence of
no third person so far as th(' penitent is aware, to a cl(·rg~nwrson who, in th(' cmHse of the discipline or practice ol' his or her ehureh~ dcnoinination, or organization. is authorized or aeeustomed to hear such communications and, under the discipline or tenets of his or her church,
denomination, or organization, has a duty to keep such communications secret."
TI1is penitent-clergy privilege, \vl1en coupled with tl1e Rigl1t to Privacy guaranteed by the
California Constitution, may serve to limit voluntary rqlOrts of child abuse by the clergy. The
privilege can be eileelively waived only by tlw penitent, for even if a dergy member wishes lo
waive the privilege and disclose a penitential communication, the penitent may nonetheless
invoke the privilege to bar disclosure.

8oo
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Another concern that sometimes inhibits people from reporting abuse to the civil
authorities is the prohibition of tHVi1717•n, defaming the reputation of Cod and Cod's
chosen people. The worry is that public acknowledgement that some Jews abuse their
family members through reporting such abuse to the authorities will reflect poorly
on the entire Jewish community and perhaps even become the excuse for acts of
anti-Semitism.
Otlii1717'n, though, cuts both ways. Not reporting or testifying about such abuse will
undoubtedly redound to the detriment of the Jewish community, for, as the Mishnah
reminds us, attempting to sequester a Otlii1 717'n will always be unsuccessful: "Whoever
desecrates the name of IIeaven in private will ultimately be punished in public;
whether the desecration was committed unintentionally or intentionally, it is all the
same when God's name is profaned." 92 That is especially so when civil law requires
reporting abuse, for then the Jews involved in trying to hide the abuse will he correctly perceived as engaged in illegal activities as well as unwise and uncaring conduct.
This, too, would be a threat to the welfare of the community (11:::l'!i1 1ll!~).
The Jewish community is not perfect. Jews cannot expect that of themselves, and nonJews must be taught not to expect that either. We ultimately do more for our own reputation as a community and for the Name of Cod, our covenanted partner, if we own up to the
problems in our communities and try honestly to deal with them. Otlii1717•n, then, far from
prompting us to try to hide the abuse that is going on among us, should motivate us instead
to confront it and to root it out.

The Scope of Parental Prerogatives
"And you shall teach your children diligently" (Deut. 6:7), a part of the first paragraph of
the Sh,;ma, is an obligation that Jews know well. To fulfill that duty, parents may enlist the
aid of teachers, but ultimately the responsibility rests with the parents. Consequently,
Jewish law assumes that children would ordinarily reside with their parents so that the latter could fulfill this duty - in addition, of course, to the emotional bonding that is so vital
to the well-being of the child.
Custody of children, however, is not automatically a parental right in Jewish law.
lt depends upon the welfare of the child. Thus in divorce proceedings, for example,
there is a presumption in the law that children are served best when they are living
The clergy member and the penitent are joint holders of the privilege. That means that the
clergy member has the right to invoke the privilege on his or her own hehaH, or the penitent
has tlle additional right to prevent the clergy member rrom disclosing a penitential communication. Thus, the intent of the law to afford maximum personal privacy to penitents is manifest.
Aceordjngly, jt appears that a dergy member may not report, even voluntarjly, ehjld abuse
learned or in the course or receiving a penitential communication unless the penitent himself'
or hers(· If waives th(' privilege afforded that communication.

Remember, l1owever, t.lwtthe legal limitations on disclosure or inrorrnat.ion received in confidence apply only to those communications that in every aspect meet the definition of a "peni-

tential cnmzjunjealion" as noted above. Thus, jt appears that suspected chjld abuse learned oJ
through other ~·eon fidential" corn rn u n ieat ions received by clergy in the eou rse or perrorrn i ng
pastoral functions may lw reported under th•· Child Aim"' Reporting Law. Whether or not a
clergy IllCinher should do so is a Inatter of personal eonse.icnee and integrity nwasured in the
light of the moral and religious obligations of the clergy member's own religious affiliate.

MARGARET E. GARNAND
Deputy Attorney General, Saeramento

"' 1\1. Avot (Ethics of the Fathers) 4:.'i.
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with the parent of the same gender.'' That presumption is based on the social setting
of times past in which it was only fathers who knew enough to teach their sons a profession and possibly Torah (most fathers had little formal training in Judaica themselves), and it was only mothers who knew enough about household skills to teach them
to their daughters. The social situation in modern times has changed considerably, and
that in itself may call this presumption into question with regard to contemporary custody decisions. The important thing for our purposes here, though, is that even in traditional Jewish law the presumption is rebuttable. In particular, the welfare of the
child and, as a corollary, the need to maintain close ties among all of the children can
and often do override these gender-based assumptions.''' A parent's right to have custody of his or her children, then, applies only when the welfare of the child is served
by that arrangement.
In our case, if the child is in any danger of physical or sexual abuse, the welfare of
the child would certainly supersede any parental claim to custody. Even if removal from
the parental home would lead to the child's placement in a foster home or a non-Jewish
institution, that must be done to save the life of the child. tv~J n1j?'~ takes precedence
over the positive obligation to teach one's children Torah and the negative command
prohibiting the placing of a stumbling block before the blind (Lev. 19:14), which was
interpreted to include tlw educationally and morally blind.% Moreover, tlw one who
reports the apparent abuse does not know that the child will he raised by non-Jews: the
court may determine that abuse did not, in fact, take place, or, if it did, the court may
(and probably will) place the child with other family members or other Jews. The Jewish
community should certainly see it as an obligation to offer such Jewish facilities for
children and adults who need them, as Jewish Family Service of Los Angeles, for example, does through Vista Del Mar (for children) and Gramercy Place (for abused wives
and their children). Even in the extreme case, however, where the child is ultimately
taken from his or her parents and raised by non-Jews, one who reports such abuse to
the authorities is correctly preferring the saving of the child's life over the other commandments mentioned above.
'·' ll. Eruvin 82a; ll. Ketuhhot 65h, 122h-123a. For these and other relevant sources and a discussion ahout
them, see Basil Herring, "Child Custody," in Jewish 1\thics cwd HalaMwh.for Our Times, vol. 2 (New York:
Yeshiva and Ktav, 1989), pp. 177ff.
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See. Ior example, S.A. Even HaEzer 82:7.
See Eliav Schoehetman, ·'On the Nature of the Rules Governing Custody of Children in Jewish Law," 7he

.Jewish Law AnnurLl, vol. 10 (Philadelphia: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1992), pp. llS-1.'58; Miehad .T.
Broyde, .. Child Custody in Jewish Law: A Pure Law Analysis," Jewish T"aw Association Studies v1T: 1he Paris
Conference V,,{ume, S.M. l'assamaneek and M. Finley, eds. (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994), pp. 1-20.
"'Sil"ra on Lev. 19:14; R Pesahirn 22h; n. Mo'ed Katan 17a; R Kiddushin 32a; R Nedarirn 62h; R Bava Mezia
75li. 1\baye sets a limit to this concern -namely, that we must concern ourselves with what the person with
whom we are dealing will do and not with others with whom she or he will eome into conlael (D. Avodah
Zarah 14a), hut R. Barukh Halevi Epstein argues that that only applies to a non-Jew, and with regard to Jews
\Ve mnst be conccTn(·d not to mislead even those ·who may he lead astray by the ones ·with \vhom we arc now

interar:ting; d. his Torah Temimah on Lev. 19:14, comment no. 93.
In any case, in the situation we are dealing with here, the concern is that placing a child in a non-Jewish
home will lead him/her to he ignorant oJ .T udaism and even to eonvert out oJ tlw Jaith. As serious as that
concern is, it must be set aside to save the lire or the ehild. As Rabbi Lionell\ifoses has pointed out, hm.vever,
it is not clear that lll!ll M1P'!l would justify such action to oave a child from vnbal abuse. In such cases, all

involved witl1 the ease must lake special eare to make sure that removing tlw child from the euslody oi one
or both parents is warranted and that the new home for the child is Jewish -which, we would hope, is the
normal procedure in cases of physical and sexual abuse too.
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Conclusions to the Response to Part II
1. It is not a violation of Jewish laws prohibiting defamatory speech (:!71il j11V7) or
shaming another (n1V1:::l) for an abused party, or, for that matter, for anyone who witnesses
the abuse, to report it to civil authorities. On the contrary, the requirement that one preserve not only oneself ('tV~) n1P'~) but others as well, demanded by the laws of the pursuer
('1111) and of not standing idly by when another is in danger (1:571 C1 7:57 11~Yn l'\7), not
only permit, but require others who discover spousal, filial, or parental abuse to help the
victim report the abuse and take steps to prevent repetition of it.
2. It is not a violation of Jewish law to hand over Jews suspected of abusing others to
civil authorities for trial and, if found guilty, for punishment. On the contrary, because
Jewish courts have no power to invoke civil and criminal penalties, and because courts in
Western countries can be assumed to be fair in treating individual Jews and not punish the
entire Jewish community for their transgressions, and because most, if not all, civil jurisdictions now require that such abuse be reported (at least when it is done to children), it is
the Jewish, and often the civil, duty of Jews to report abusers to governmental authorities.
3· Parents' duties to educate their children do not justify abusing them. Consequently,
Jews who suspect that children are being abused must report such abuse to the civil
authorities, even if that may mean that the child will be taken from the custody of one or
both parents and even if, in the extreme, it will mean that the child will be raised by nonJews. Saving a life takes precedence over the presumption that parental custody is usually
best for the child and even over the duty to raise the child as a Jew.

Part Ill: The Abused Party
7his paper was approved by the C]T.S on September 13, 1995, by a vote of' seventeen in favor (17-0-0). Voting in favor:
Rabbis Kassel Abel.son, Tlen 7ion Tlergman, Stephanie Dickstein, F:lliot !V. DotjJ Shoshana Gelfand, Myron S. Gellet; Arnold
M. Cuodman, Susan Crussman, Judah Kugen, Vf!rnun H. Kurtz, Aaron L. lliackle'~ Paul Pluthin, .~layer Rabinowitz, Joel
Hembaum, Gerald Slwlnih, Elie Kaplan Spitz, and Ceru}d Zelizer.
1he Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of' the Rabbinical Assembly provides guidance in matters of'halakhahfor the
Conservative movement. The individual rabbi, hon:ever, is the autlwri~yfor the interpretation and application r~f all matters
of' halakhah.

1. Do the laws of :l71il j11V7 or those that forbid causing shame (n1V1:::l) to someone
else forbid the abused party from making the abuse public? From seeking help from
outside sources, including the police? From seeking to end the relationship on the
grounds of the abuse?
2. Is then: a positive obligation in J cwish law for victims of abuse to take such steps?

Response to Part III
In the case of the abused party, the duty to disclose is even stronger than it is for other
people. "Avoiding danger is a stronger obligation than any prohibition," the Talmud says,
8o.1
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and saving a life supersedes all commandments save the prohibitions against murder, idolatry, and incest or adultery. Furthermore, saving your own life takes precedence over saving the lives of others. 97
This applies even to cases where the victim's life is not at stake through physical or sexual abuse, but even where the victim is constantly subjected to verbal abuse. Tims if a parent
becomes insane and continuously hurls insults at her or his adult child, the Tahnud and codes
even permit the child to distance him or herself from ths verbally abusive parent as long as
the child fulfills the conm1and to honor one's parents by providing for the parent's care at the
hands of another.'" Contemporary circumstances involving Alzheimer's patients come immediately to mind, for this precedent makes it dear that one may, and probably should, place a
parent in the advanced stages of that disease in a facility designed for that purpose so that the
parent can be cuntinuum;ly protected against harming her ur himself and, where applicable,
so that the child need not suffer the parent's verbal abuse.
These Jewish legal principles together mean that abused adults have a positive obligation to ignore the issues of defamation of the abuser since that is necessary to save their
lives, and their duty to report an abuser in the context of saving their own lives is even
greater than their responsibility to disclose abusers of others. Abused minor children, like
all children, cannot be made legally responsible for this or anything else, but they certainly have the sanction of the tradition to reveal parental abuse to those who can help them,
despite the defamation involved.
The other Jewish value that sometimes stymies abused people from seeking help is the
need to maintain the family's honor and to avoid causing it shame. Since disclosure of an
abusive spouse or parent is certainly an embarrassment to all concerned, some abused people feel that it would be better to continue suffering the abuse than to endure the shame
of publicly identifying the family's abuser. Sometimes abused people mistakenly feel that
the abuse is at least partly their fault, and this adds to the reticence to "come out of the
closet" with regard to the abuse.
As discussed above, the Jewish tradition was keenly aware of the offense involved in
publicly embarrassing a person. The injury involved is all the worse when it affects a family member. Thus it is not surprising that the Talmud uses a family situation to illust1·ate
both the intensity of shame when one family member abuses another and the broad scope
of the command to honor parents. Specifically, it tells a story in which an elderly woman
publicly shames her adult son and yet the son continues to honor her. In approving the
son's actions, the Talmud was not sanctioning public degradation of children; quite the
contrary, the story can make its point only if the hearer or reader assumes that normally
parents should not publicly humiliate their children.'" Thus avoiding shame within a family is definitely a concern of the tradition, even more than it is within the public arena.
The concern for honor, though, may not get in the way of preserving one's life and
health. It may be painful to "air your dirty laundry in public," but when someone's life
or health is at stake, one must endure the dishonor - and all the more when the life at
97

Hullin lOa; see S.A. Orah Hayyim 173:2, Yl1reh De'ah ll6:S (gloss). Tiw three exeeptions are speeilied in
Sanhedrin 74a. That saving your own lire takes precedence over saving the lives or others is established in B.

Hava Mt'"ia 62a.
9"

n. Kiddushin

:3lb; M.T. Laws of' Rebels 6:10. Radba, on that passage points out that this rnay be best l'or the
parent, for the child is forl!idden from striking the parent, but others may do so if that is in the parent's best
interests~ ""Jor there are incidents every day"' in which striking a person ean retrieve hi1n or her fr01n his or
her insanity (or, presumably, at least l'rorn the behavioral ellects of' it).

''' ll. Kiddushin 31 a.
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stake is your own. Consequently, abused adults must muster the courage to disclose the abuse
to those who can help them out of the abusive circ1m1stances in which they live, however much
shame they initially feel in doing so. Abused minor children, while not legally liable in Jewish
law for doing this, are encouraged to do so. Both children and adults caught in this painful situation can take heart in the fact that ultimately such bravery will not only restore whatever dignity they lost in the process, but actually increase their self-respect and honor as they escape
the cycle of abuse and mistaken self-blame in which so many are unfortunately enmeshed.

Conclusions of the Response to Part III
1. It is not a violation of Jewish law prohibiting defamatory speech or shaming another for the victim of abuse to seek help to stop the abuse or to extricate oneself from the
abusive relationship altogether. Tiwse whom one seeks out could be agencies within the
Jewish community and/or governmental authorities.
2. On the contrary, it is a positive obligation of the most authoritative sort for victims
to contact others to help them save their own lives by freeing them from the context and
the relationships in which the abuse is taking place.

Part IV: The Abuser
1his paper tms approved by the CJLS on Decernlwr 73, 799.5 by a vole of' twenty in Javor (20-0-0). Voting in .fin-or:
Rabbis Ka.ssd 4/wlson, nen Zion nergma.n, Stephanie Dirkslein, Flliot N. DorD; .Jerome ~f. Fpstein, narurh PrydmanKohl~ 1H)'TOn S. Geller, Arnold 1~1. Goodman, Susnn Crossnuuz, .Judah Kogen, h"rnon S. Kurtz, Alan B. Lucns, Aaron L.
~faclder, Paul Plotkin, Mayer Rabinowifz, Avram Israel Reisnet; Joel F. Rembaum, Gerald Skolnik, Flie Kaplan Spitz,
and Gerald Lelizer.
1he Commit fee on .Jewish Law and Standards of' the Rabbinical 1ssemblyprovides guidance in matters of'halahhahfor the
Conservative movement. The individual rabbi, however, is the (Wtlwri~yfor the interpretation nnd application r~f all mntters
of' halakhah.

1. What precautions must we take to ensure that people are not falsely accused of
being abusers?
2. When it is confirmed that someone is an abuser, what steps does Jewish law impose
on her or him to make amends for the abuse? What may (must) the community do in
response to such amends?
3· \i;lhat steps can rabbis and educators take to prevent future abuse and to alleviate
the effects of past abuse?

Response to Part IV
Until now, we have assumed that it is clear that a given person has abused another. While the
combination of physical evidence and admission by the culprit make that so in many cases,
it is not always an undisputed claim. After all, multiple bruises attest to abuse, but they do
not identify who inflicted it, and the accused may deny that she or he caused the harm. In
8os
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some cases of alleged physical or sexual abuse, there may be no physical evidence at all. In
recent, highly-publicized cases before the American courts, the incidents happened years,
if not decades, ago. What steps, then, must we take to confirm the abuse and the identity
of the abuser?
In Jewish law, even more than in Anerican law, a person is innocent until proven
guilty. Moreover, while self-incrimination is "like a hundred witnesses" in civil matters,'""
it is not accepted as a ground for court action in criminal matters. 101 Indeed, long before
we get to the standards of evidence required in Jewish legal actions, we have the overarching principle that we may not slander people (:!71 t:l'tV Ni:l:17)), let alone deprive them of
their jobs or their freedom on the basis of such slander. While the Torah explicitly prohibits
talebearing, 102 the Talmud hesitates to impose legal remedies for slander due to its general principle that legal redress can be exacted only if damage is done to another directly.'"'
Nevertheless, later courts decreed severe legal remedies for slander, basing themselves on
the Talmud's granting of power to inflict sanctions beyond the letter of the law if it is for
the benefit of society.'"' Thus R. Asher b. Jehiel (d. 1327) states that it is the custom of the
courts everywhere to impose fines on "those who put others to shame with their words"
and to assess the damages according to the social status of the offender and the victim,'"'
and Rabbis Karo and Isserles go further yet:

If a man spits on his neighbor, he is liable to pay damages, but he
should not pay if he only spits on his neighbor's garments or if he
shames him verbally. But the courts everywhere and at all times
should introduce legislation for this matter as they see fit. Some
say that he is to be placed under a ban of excommunication until
he pacifies the victim of his insult. rGlossl And some say that he
is to he :floggcd. 101'
Legal procedures exist, of course, to identify and punish those who commit wrongs. Mere
suspicion of wrongdoing, however, does not constitute quilt, and slandering a person to
make others incorrectly think that she or he committed an offense - or that it is confirmed
that s/he did when that has not yet been determined - is thus itself a punishable crime.
Nowadays, we do not have the authority to impose fine;, or lashe;,, but a person who
accuses another of abuse knowing that the accusation is false and solely for purposes of
slandering or otherwise harming the accused or for gaining sympathy for oneself should
be subjected to appropriate sanctions. The falsely accused person can, of course, and
should avail him/herself of any and all remedies prescribed in civil law. ln addition,
though, he or she has a right to expect the .Tewi;,h cormnunity to demonstrate it;, di;,gu;,t
at such behavior and its unwillingness to tolerate it. In the process of dealing with such an
instance, the relevant laws prohibiting defamation (:!71 01V Ni:l:17), Num. 12:1-6; Deut.
22:13-19), lying (1p1V, Lev. 19:11), and even the related law about plotting witnesses (Ciil'
""ll. IGddushin 6Sb; llava
wJ

Mct~ia

3b; cle.

H. Sanhedrin %, 1 Oa, 2.5a; H. Ketubbot 18b; B. Yevamot 2.5b. See also T. Sanhedrin 11:1; B. Ketubbot 27a;
n. llava Kamma 72b. CI. Aaron IGrsdwnhaum, Self-Incrimination in .Jewish Law (New Y.)rk: llurning llush
Press, 1970); and ~~conf'ession," Enc:yclopaedia ]udaica, 5:377-R

""Lev. 19:16; d . .ler. 9:2-4; Ps. 34:13-1.).
lll 3

fl. Bava Kamma 9la.

"" ll. llava Kamma 46a.
1005

R. Asher h. Jehiel ("ROSH''), Responsa, no. 101.

"" S.A. Hoshen Mishpat 420:38.
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C'f':)f':m, Deut. 19:15-21) should be taught, along with their rabbinic developments. In

addition, sanctions appropriate to the situation should be employed. Depending upon the
situation, that might include dismissal from a job in the Jewish community (on grounds of
moral turpitude), expulsion from the camp, school, or synagogue in which the incident
took place, and, minimally, a demand for a public apology before the entire congregation
or in the synagogue bulletin.
All such sanctions, of course, apply only to cases where there clearly was no abuse and
where the accuser knew that and nevertheless lodged the complaint; they would not be
appropriate in <:ases where there is reasonable question as to whether the defendant's
actions constitute abuse or not. In such cases, the accuser, in lodging the complaint, acted
out of an honest, even if mistaken, understanding of the situation, and is blameless for
doing so. The defendant can then dispute that understanding in a judicial ti·ibunal if she
or he thinks that the accuser misconstrued the situation, and the judges can decide.
The presumption of innocence built into Jewish law is even more critical in light of
some evidence that false reports of abuse occur more often than one might expect and in
light of the disputable evidence that has recently been adduced in some such cases. Specifically, the incidence of false rape reports has been variously computed in research studies as being between two and fifty percent (the latter figure based on police reports of two
large Midwestern universities). That discrepancy is much too large to feel confident in any
of the results, and, as David Marcus, a student of CJLS member Mark Rotenberg, has suggested in an unpublished research paper on this subject, the numbers depend crucially on
the definition used by various police agencies and researchers of "false" and "unfounded"
reports."'' Nevertheless, even if the incidence is at the very lowest percentage reported,
Jewish legal and moral norms regarding slander would require that we be extremely cautious in reporting, let alone acting upon, such allegations, and similar concerns would apply
to charges of domestic abuse and violence.
The other phenomenon that would make one uneasy about accusing people too quickly and too confidently is the recent usc of recovered memory in Arncrican court cases
regarding sexual abuse of children, sometimes decades after it is alleged to have happened,
and even abuse of teenagers or adults remembered years later. As Christine Goritan notes:
In recent years, thousands of Americans, many with the help of
psychotherapy, claim to have recovered bad memories. They have
recalled being raped, being sexually abused or even seeing someone killed. And in most cases, they did not remember the events
for decades after the crimes were supposed to have taken place.
A large number of juries have believed these stories - enough to
convict two men of murder and award millions of dollars in damages to victims. But some scientists have challenged the validity
of repressed memories, arguing that many of these recollections
w'llavid Marcus, "False llape lleports," unpublished paper written at the School of I,aw of the University of
Minnesota. Marcus cites, among other statistics, the Fill Unifimn CrimP Reports (1992), pp. 23-4, according to
\-Vl1iel1 eight percent or forcible rape complaints \-Vere "'unfounded,"~ meaning that they were "'determined t.hrougl1
investigation to be false." Monison 'l(nTey, "When Will We He Believed'? llape Myths and the Idea of a Fair '11-ial
in Rape Proseeulions," 24 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1013, 1028 (1991); Susan llrownmiller, Against Our Will (1975), p.
387: and Sedelle Katz and Mary i\nnlVIazur, Understanding the Rape ~~ctim (1979), p. 209, all rep01i that about
two percent of rarw accnsations prove to lw false. On the other ('nd of the spectrum, Engene

.1. Kanin, ~'False

Rape Allegalions," Archives rl Sexual Behavior 23:1 (1994), p. 84, reports that l'orty-one pereenl were l'alse in his
study of rape allegations in a small Midwestern city, and in the police records of two large Midwestern state universities that he examined, exactly half (fifty percent) were false (Kanin, p. 90).
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are false creations, born of patients' suggestibility and their therapists' leading questions.'""
Elizabeth Loftus, a professor of psychology at the University of Washington, has shown
just how easy it is to create a false memory. She asked older relatives of twenty-four people to make up a story about the younger person being lost at the mall between the ages
of four and six. Eighteen of twenty-four insisted that the incident never happened, but
six not only believed the story but also developed their own memories of the fictitious
event. Without corroborating evidence, Loftus says, an accurate memory cannot be distinguished from an imagined one. 109
On the other hand, other elements of Jewish law create a real tension with these concerns. As much as we are commanded by our tradition to assume the innocence of the
accused, we are also commanded not to stand idly by while the life or safety of others is
threatened and, indeed, to take steps to save them. Child and spousal abuse, after all, are real.
Nobody is disputing that. Indeed, family violence of all types is an enormous problem in our
wciety, and it dearly mmlt stop. In the process of rooting it out, however, we must be diligent
in preserving the presumption of innocence firmly embedded in the Jewish tradition while
we also take steps to protect those who may have been harmed and may be hurt again.
I personally know of a case in which a youngster at Camp Ramah accused his teacher
of hitting him. There were no witnesses, there was no bruise, and the teacher denied it altogether. Even though the camper had been in trouble with other staff members on other
occasions, and even though the teacher had had an unblemished record in these matters,
the camp authorities chose to remove the teacher from his position for fear of a lawsuit. I
certainly understand that fear, especially given today's litigious society, but Jewish law
would not countenance that action. In our zeal to protect our students and families from
abuse, we must not ride roughshod over the reputations, the livelihoods, and the very lives
of the accused simply because they are accused.
In all of these matters, it would be well for us to remember both sides of Sir Mathew
Hale's famous eighteenth-century dictum to a jury: rape "is an accusation easily to be
made and once made, hard to be proved, and harder to be defended by the party accused,
tho [sic] never so innocent." 110 We must, on the one hand, not dismiss out of hand the accusations of children and adults of physical, sexual, or verbal abuse. On the other hand,
though, we must remember that, in the many cases where there are no witnesses or physical evidence, the credibility of such accusations must be weighed against a strong presumption of the innocence of the accused until and unless a finding of guilt is reached by
an appropriate tribunal.

Making Amends
Wl1en a fair hearing determines that there is sufficient evidence that a given person has
abused another, in addition to whatever civil or criminal penalties apply, Jewish families
and communities need to take steps to avoid any further abuse. This may mean, for a family, moving out of the quarters occupied by the abuser or forcing him or her to move out
'""Christine Gorman, "Memory on Trial," Time, 17 Apr. 199S, p. 54.
10

''1bid., p . .5.5.

'"Cited hy Mareus (at n. 107 above), p. 1, n. 1, and in Katz and Mazur (at n. 107 above), pp. 205-6. This
quotation is discussed in the modern context of our concern for paying more attention to the testimony of

wmnen alleging rape (and children alleging ahuse) hy llrownmiller (at n. 107 ahovc), p. 369.
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of theirs, and it may mean, for a Jewish school, youth group, or camp, relieving the person
of her or his job and perhaps even ostraci?~ing the abuser from the community.
At the same time, the Jewish tradition puts great faith in the ability of those who do
wrong to make amends and correct their behavior. It never expects us to be perfect: Jewish
liturgy, after all, has us say three times each day, "Forgive us, our Father, for we have
sinned," and every Yom Kippur evening we know full well that next year we will be back
trying to cleanse our souls once again. The date is already scheduled! TI1at docs not mean,
however, that efforts to improve oneself are fruitless and that we therefore have no duty to
try. Quite the contrary, Judaism imposes a positive obligation un m; tu du teshuvah, tu take
steps to return to the proper path, and it assumes that we can do it if we really try.
Wbat are those steps? They include: (1) acknowledgement of the wrong; (2) remorse;
(3) public confession; (4) asking for forgiveness from the aggrieved party; (s) restitution to
the extent that that is possible; and, (6) refraining from committing the wrongful act the
next time the opportunity arises.lll The famous twelve-step programs used to help people
with addictions of various sorts have strong echoes with these traditional steps in Judaism,
and Jewish forms of those programs have therefore quite naturally emerged. TI1ey offer one
form of changing abusive behavior that has proven effective for many people. It should be
said, then, that in addition to the famous programs of this sort for alcoholics, drug abusers,
and overeaters, there also exist Parents Anonymous for those who physically abuse their
children and Parents United for those who sexually abuse their children.
Going through such a program, of course, is anything but easy, for it seeks to change
long-standing behavior. Indeed, unless successful therapy has intervened through programs
such as the ones mentioned above, people who were themselves abused as children arc more
likely than the general population to abuse their own children. At the same time, though,
mm;t people who have been abused du nut abm;e others, and usually that is because they
have found a caring community who confirm their own self-worth despite the degradation
they suffered from previous abuse. That makes it all the more imperative for synagogues to
sponsor groups such as Parents Anonymous and Parents United or at least to refer those of
their members who abuse family members to such groups, and it also makes it critical that
synagogues accept such steps as indications of teshuvah, making the person worthy of reinstatement into the community as a whole. Teshuvah, after all, is very difficult, especially when
it involves deeply-rooted behavior patterns such as the ones we are discussing. No wonder,
then, that the Talmud says that fully righteous people (0'j7'1~) cannot stand in the same place
as those who have repented, for the strength needed to repent is much greater than the
strength needed to be good in the first place. 11"
If one succeeds in reversing a history of abuse, one attains the status of a person who has
returned (i1:J11V11 7:!7:J). American law makes felons who have served their sentence indicate
their criminal past on all sorts of documents, and such people oft.en continue to be denied
voting privikg<:s, tlH: right to apply for a govcrmm:nt job, etc. kwish law rcquin;s us to trust
the process of return (teshuvah) much more strongly. It mandates that Jews not even mention the person's past violations, let alone bar him or her from full participation in society.
Such recounting of the person's wrongful deeds is categorized as verbal abuse (0'1::11 mml\)
itself. Moreover, it puts obstacles in the way of those who try to do better, a violation of the
mFor a good surnrnary or tl1ese steps as required by rabbinic sources, see 1\lairnonides, Lav.'s or Repentance
('leshuvah), especially 2:1-2.
msanhedrin 'J'Ja, and see Rashi's eomnenllhcre. See Cractz, "Tiw Haflmah Tradition" (at n. 10), for further
discussion of when and how the safety of the synagogue ean be helpful for airing matters of human intimacy,
including areas of vulnerahility such as heing a victim or perpetrator of abuse.
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biblical command, "Before a blind person you may not put an obstacle:'''' Thus the Jewish
tradition strongly encourages abusers to seck help to control their abusive drives, promising
full restitution in legal, social, and theological status if they succeed.
The abuser, however, must go through all these steps to be accorded the renewed status of being in good standing within the community. Being punished by the civil authorities is not sufficient. So, for example, in one of our congregations a man who for years was
head of the synagogue's Cub Scout troop was later accused by a number of his former
charges of sexual abuse. On the strength of the testimony of a number of these teenagers,
he was sent to prison. W11cn he was released, he wanted to join the synagogue once again.
He refused, however, to admit that he had ever done anything wrong. That does not constitute teshuvah, despite the time he had spent in prison, and so the congregation was right
in refusing to readmit him to membership.
If the man in this example (which actually occurred) had fulfilled the requirements of
teshuvah, the congregation would be duty-bound to readmit him to membership but would
not be obligated to reinstate him as its Cub Scout leader. Wbile one may not routinely
remind the offender or anyone else of his or her past offense, one may, and probably should,
invoke that information in making decisions regarding the ways in which that person is permitted to interact with others. People may do full teshuvah and yet continue to be sorely
tempted to repeat their offense if the opportunity arises. For such people, it is a favor neither to the offender nor to the people she or he may harm to put the culprit in the position
where such temptation exists; that would be "putting an obstacle before the blind:'"' The
past offense is enough of a ground to suspect that the offender may remain weak-willed in
this area and likely to harm others once again. This is especially true for child abusers,
whose behavior is so deeply rooted in their psyche that it is often impossible to undo. The
only way to prevent future abuse, then, and the very therapy which they need is for the perpetrators to avoid situations in that they will be tempted to engage in such acts.
Therefore, even though we may not gratuitously mention the offense or bar the person from activities irrelevant to the offense, we may, and probably should use that knowledge to help the offender avoid tempting situations and to protect others at the same
time."' We need to support people in their efforts to return to proper behavior, but we are
not obligated to give such people opportunities to test their new resolve, especially when
the welfare of others is at stake.
moue oi the specilic examples oi I:J'i:J1 mmN given in Bava Mezia SSa is reminding a person oi past violations
of the law. The verse forbidding putting a stumbling block before the blind (Lev. 19: 14) is pTObably talking in
its plain meaning ahout physically hlind people and physical stumhling blocks, but the classical Habhis
applied it also- indeed, rnore ol'ten- to inte1leetual and eharacterologieal stumbling hloeks put bel'ore those

who are blind in those areas. See n. 40 above.
'"Seen. 40 and n. 113 above Ior the meaning oi this expression in Jewish law.
us As Rabbi Mayer Rabinowitz has pointed out, if the pTOcess of teshuvah works to its fullest extent, the
abuser should not even he tempted to abuse others when eonironted with situations similar to the ones
that led him or l1er to abuse people in tl1e past. Tn a similar situation, v. . e do not tell recovering aleoholies
to <:~void going to 1:1 Kiddnsh <:~ftJ·r 'vorship services altogether; we ask th(·m, instJ•ad, to participate in the

IGddush and to take grape juice instead oi wine. On this model, abusers who have gone through Iull
teshuvah might be trusted, at least under supervision, to resume their fonner tasks with children.

W1Iile I can understand tl1is line oi reasoning, and while I ean imagine situations in whieh tl1at may he appropriate, T hesitate to recommend it because in cases or abuse, more 1l1ar1 in cases of alcol1olisrn, 1l1e v. . eHare or
others is directly affected. ~,...lon·ovcr~ 1:1 significant percentage of alcoholics h<:~ve man<:~ged to achicV(' and sustain

a slate oi reeovery, hut pedophiles have much greater dillieulty overeoming tlwir addiction. It is therel'orc better
for all concerned for them simply to avoid situations in which they may be tempted. We must trust the process
of teshuvah while being realistic of its li1nits - and of the need to protect those ·who ·would he \-icti1ns if it fails.
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As a result, it may well be that, for such people, full teshuvah may not be possible. For
its own protection and for the sake of the abuser too, the community may not afford the
abuser the opportunity to complete the last stage of tcshuvah, where the sinn<:r confronts
the same situation in which she or he previously sinned and acts differently. ln such cases,
the community, recognizing that that is the case not because of a failure in the abuser's
resolve to do teshuvah but rather because of their own decision, may reinstate the abuser
into the community, despite his or her failure to complete the process of teshuvah, for all
purposes except for functioning in situations where she or he was previously abusive. The
process of teshuvah, as described in the sources, may not be possible or appropriate for all
cases, and the community's norms must respond accordingly." 6

The Role of Rabbis and Educators in Preventing Abuse and in
Repairing its Consequences
While rabbis and Jewish educators may agree wholeheartedly with the thrust of this
responsum, many would probably ask what they can and should do to prevent abuse,
where possibk, or at kast to alkviat<; its cons<:qucnccs. The Clergy Advisory Board of
the California Department of Social Services has produced a brief pamphlet that was distributed to all members of the Board of Rabbis of Southern California as well as members of the clergy of all religions throughout the state. 117 It focuses on child abuse, but
its recommendations can easily be adapted to spousal or parental abuse as well. In the
paragraphs below, I will paraphrase and embellish upon the pamphlet's instructions,
generalizing them to apply to spousal abuse as well as child abuse, to jurisdictions outside California, and to specifically Jewish concerns and contexts:
1. Learn to recognize abu.se. If you fail to recognize the signs of abuse in your congregation, school, camp, or youth group, the abuse will undoubtedly continue. The opportunity to
protect people from fuhtrc abuse is often lost due to ignorance, denial, or fear of interference.
Our professional schools and organizations should provide training for their students and
members in how to discern potentially abusive situations, take family histories that include
instances of abuse, provide religious counseling for abusers and their victims, and know
which other professionals within the community should be called upon to help in both preventive and curative actions.
2. Do not assume that you can handle the situation alone. While clergy can be critical
in helping victims and perpetrators of abuse, as explained below, they should not try to do
this alone. If abuse is going to be stopped and its effects ameliorated, professionals of various sorts must be called upon. One clergy member is quoted in the pamphlet as saying this:
A father divulged to me that he was molesting his daughter. He
was repentant. I prayed with him, but did not seek further help to
protect the victim. She later made a serious attempt on her life
because, even after repentance and prayer, the father had continued to molest. It shook me.
''" 1 would like to thank ltahhi .loelltemhaum for pointing out this aspect of the situation and its implications
l"or the process of" teshuvah.
w

ProtPr:ting Our Children: lnfomwiionfor ClPrgy MPmhu., ahout AhusP and !VeglPct, a publication of the
Clergy Advisory Board ol tlw California Consortium to prevent Child Abuse, in eollaboration with tlw 01Jiec
of Child Abuse Prevention of the California Department of Social Services, 1600 Sacramento Inn Way, Suite
123, Sacramento, CA 9.)815. Copies can he ordered hy calling (BOO) 40.)-KlllS.
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3· Know and obey your government's requirements to report abuse to legal authorities.
Many states, provinces, and cities have enacted laws that require clergy and teachers, as well
as physicians, to report abuse to legal authorities. Exactly what must be reported, and to
whom, varies. California, for instance, wants rabbis and teachers to err on the side of overreporting abuse rather than underreporting it: California law specifies that educational and
religious professionals must report suspicions of abuse and leave it to legal authorities to
determine whether those suspicions are founded. The laws in other places may be different,
going further in the direction of protecting the accused. In cases of spousal abuse, reports
are generally made to the police, and in some locations that is true for child abuse as well;
in other places instances of child abuse are to he reported to the Office of Children's
Protective Services (or the equivalent agency of state or local government, whatever its title).
Sometimes clergy or teachers become aware of abuse through the confession of a congregant in a private counseling setting, and that raises questions of confidentiality. California
law, though, specifically requires professionals to break professional-client confidentiality
when the safety or physical welfare of a child or adult is involved, and it protects professionals from lawsuits complaining of such a breach of confidentiality. I would imagine that
the laws and/ or judicial rulings in most other locations follow suit.
In any case, rabbis and teachers everywhere have a legal respom;ibility to be on the alert
for instances of family violence and to report such cases to legal authorities when civil law requires it. Failure to do so may subject rabbis or teachers personally, as well as the religious or
educational institution for which they work, to both civil and criminal prosecution. Insurance
companies are increasingly restricting their coverage so that they can avoid liability, for such
suits, thus making the rabbis and educators and their institutions all the more legally exposed.
4· Protect your congregation or school fi·om potential abusers. People who prey on children
often seek positions that will give them access to, and authority over, children. Potential molesters cannot, of course, be identified by appearance alone. Synagogues, schools, youth groups,
and camps, though, should, as part of their hiring policies and procedures, take measures to
screen out those likely to molest the children under their care. TI1is is important not only for
the institutions and its charges, but also for the molester, for we are mandated not to "put a
stumbling block before the blind" (Lev. 19: 14) - in this case, the morally blind who would be
tempted to use their position of authority to abuse those in their care. 118
This, of course, is easier said than done, for as much as institutions must prevent
molesters from being part of their staff, they also must avoid making unfair and unwarranted judgments of applicants. TI1ey certainly must not base their decisions on prejudices
-say, against males, or against homosexuals (the overwhelming majority of convicted child
molesters arc heterosexual). At the same time, though, background checks should include
attention to this aspect of a person's history.
5· The abuser ma:y be a colleagne. TI1e recent, highly-publicized cases of child abuse
perpetrated by a small number of Catholic priests illustrate that religious or educational
professionals are unfortunately not beyond suspicion in these matters. As indicated above,
due process must be applied in any investigation of such allegations, and the presumption of innocence must be preserved. If child or spousal abuse by a rabbi or educator is
confirmed, however, other Jewish professionals on the staff and in the vicinity must be
prepared to respond to the scandal and the public outrage. As the California pamphlet
puts it, "W1lile the needs of the victim are primary, compassion needs to be extended to
the injured religious community and the perpetrator as well." We would undoubtedly add
""See n. 40 and n. 113 ahove for the meaning of this expression.
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that steps must be taken to heal the community, help it avoid such incidents in the future,
and bring the perpetrator both to justice and to the process of tcshuvah.
6. Clergy and educators can take specific steps to prevent and alleviate this problem. In
addition to the steps described above, the California booklet mentions the following:
(A) Provide child and spousal abuse services and support other cornrrwnal efforts to do
the same. To quote the California booklet, with additions for the case of spousal abuse,
Anything that your community of faith does to strengthen families
is child abuse [and spousal abuse] prevention. For some at-risk
families, participation in religious services is their only real support
system. You can reach out to families in isolation and turmoil by
addressing parenting [and spousal] issues through sermons, study
groups, or by sponsoring public forums.
Such discussions may well center on our new Rabbinic T,etter on Tntimate Relations because
that provides a safe forum for opening up on all issues of human intimacy, including these
troubling ones, and it does so in the context of Jewish conceptions, laws, and values. In addition, Mother's Day or Father's Day, or the story of the binding of Isaac read on Rosh Hashanah
or during the year, may be used as the occasion for a worship service, forum, sermon, or readings on these subjects.
In addition, synagogues and Jewish federations should support efforts, typically by
Jewish Family Service agencies, to establish safe houses with kosher facilities for victims
of abuse. As a joint effort of synagogues and Jewish Family Service, synagogue services
should be made available to residents in such facilities, and, conversely, experts in this area
from Jewish Family Service should be called upon fur preventive and educational programs within our synagogues and educational institutions.
(B) Use the power of the religion and the community to deter abuse. Rabbi Simhah,
cited above, speaks of excommunicating a wife-beater from the congregation, and, in the
case of the child abuser who wanted to rejoin a Conservative synagogue without doing full
teshuvah, that congregation did just that - and rightly so. Where there is a reasonable
expectation that continued membership within the community will more likely bring a
change in behavior, the synagogue can and should still express its disgust for such behavior by, fur example, refusing to give honors or positions of leadership to those known to
physically or verbally abuse others. Rabbis should not hesitate to use theological language
in explaining to abusers that such behavior is not only a violation of a Jewish communal
norm, but a transgression of God's will as embedded in Jewish law and lore.
(c) Counsel adult survivors of abuse. Adults who abuse others were often abused themselves as children. If they arc going to be able to break the cycle of abuse, they will need
considerable counseling, instruction in good patterns of family interactions (since, by
hypothesis, they never saw first-hand while growing up how families can handle their tensions in a healthy way), and reenforcement in acting differently from how their abusive
parents did. Synagogues can, for example, form support groups for adult children of abuse,
with opportunities to express their rage and to learn how to create a healthy family life;
Jewish Family Service may be of aid in establishing and staffing such groups.
(D) Address the spiritual aspect of healing. We rabbis all too often underestimate the role
of religious conviction in aiding the healing process. Virtually all of the Twclve-Strp programs
place heavy reliance on faith in God, not only because historically such programs emerged
from Christian faith communities, but also because they have found that healing is assisted
greatly when a person feels that she or he is being aided both by others who have the same
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problem and by God. We need to cease to be embarrassed by such religious language. We
should unselfconsciously invoke the religious tenets of our tradition to help people who have
been abused to heal the wounds of the past and to reconstruct and redirect their livcs.ll9

Conclusions of the Response to Part IV
1. Jewish institutions, and Jews individually, must take every precaution from jumping
to conclusions of guilt merely because someone is accused of perpetrating abuse. Jewish
law ascribes a strong presumption of innocence to each person, and so the burden of proof
is on the accuser. Furthermore, any and all evidence must be carefully weighed by communal authorities and a formal determination of guilt must be reached before any action
against an alleged abuser is taken. Allegations alone are not sufficient to justify that.
2. The process of return (teshuvah) described in our sources for other offenders
is open to a person engaged in family violence too, but it must be complete to warrant
reinstatement in the community. Where full teshuvah does occur, Jews are not permitted even to mention the former abuse in general conversation, but they may use that
information in making practical decisions about what may tempt the abuser and/or pose
a danger to others.
3· Where full teshuvah does not occur, synagogues may deem it appropriate to use the
religious and communal power at their disposal to express their disgust at the abusive
behavior and to motivate the abuser to change his or her ways. This may include suspension or refusal of membership and denial of honors in worship and in leadership. The rabbi
may also use theological as well as communal language in explaining to the abuser why her
or his behavior is unacceptable. TI1e specific sanctions should be tailored by the rabbi and
lay leaders in charge to the particular situation with the goals of preventing future abuse and
of motivating the abuser to make amends and to change his or her ways. In some cases, full
teshuvah may be impossible for the abuser because of the community's decision to protect
itself from future abuse of the same nature by the perpetrator; in such circumstances, the
community should reinstate the abuser, even absent full teshuvah, once she or he has completed all of the steps of teshuvah that the community will allow him or her to do.
4· Jewish professionals and institutions can prevent and ameliorate cases of abuse by:

A.

Learning to recognize the signs of abuse;

B.

Bringing in other professionals within the community who have expertise in this area to help the institution take steps to avoid abuse,
identify likely instances of abuse, and heal it when it occurs;

c. Knowing and obeying the relevant civil laws requiring reports of
abuse or suspicions of abuse to civil authorities;
D. Taking

steps to avoid hiring individuals with abusive behavior in
their backgrounds, especially vis-il-vis the population whom the
person now seeks to serve, while simultaneously avoiding prejudice
about groups of people whom one thinks are likely to abuse;
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The en lire Pall l 994 issue or Religious F;ducation (vol. 89, no. 4) was devoled to the cover lopie,
""Religions Educ<Jtion <Jnd Child .Abuse.'~ That is:o-uc includ('S important articles on how religions ('duc<Jtors
(and presumably rabbis and cantors among them) can recognize child abuse when it happens, help victims
to extricate themselves from the abuse, and help to prevent child abuse in the first place. Marian Wright
Edelman of the Children's ildense Fund, .lames Fowler, and Ncl_"oddings are among the writers.
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E.

Understanding that professionals and laypeople entrusted with
positions of leadership within the synagogue or educational program are not automatically above suspicion in these matters and,
where abuse is confirmed, by immediately removing the abuser
from the position, pulling the community together to heal its pain
and wounds, and taking steps tu avoid abuse in the future;

F.

Including multifaceted efforts to strengthen the family in addition to
programs that directly discuss the unacceptability of family violence
and the alternative ways to deal "~th tensions within the family; and,

G.

Unselfconsciously and forthrightly using the religious, as well as
the communal, bases of authority available to religious institutions
to teach people the Jewish imperative to recognize and avoid abuse
and to prod abusers to change their behavior.

RECONNECTING WITH

Gon's

IMAGE WITHIN

Us

While questions can sometimes arise about the legitimate use of corporal punishment as a
form uf discipline, must cases uf abuse cannot be justified in any way as routed
in a concern for discipline. TI1ey are, instead, bald exercises of physical might for purposes
of exerting power over someone and/or of expressing one's own aggressions on innocent victims. Judaism unequivocally sees these as forbidden. JeiDsh law specifies punishments for
those who strike others and demands that the objects of such attacks do everything in their
power to escape such situations, even if it means defaming the assailant or embarrassing
oneself. Judaism also prohibits verbal abuse of all kinds, claiming that in significant ways it
is worse than monetary fraud.
It is important to recognize that such an attitude on Judaism's part is deeply rooted in
its theology, its uverarching conception uf the human being. In secular systems uf thought,
abuse is problematic because it violates the Golden Rule and more generous, humanitarian concerns. When the topic is abuse within the family, further matters arise, including
the resultant inability of the family to provide the safety, warmth, and education on which
society depends and the inherent violation of the sanctity of the family. Judaism shares all
of these concerns, but it has more, for abuse of another represents a denial of God's image
in every human being.
In conceiving of the situation in that way, Judaism also can provide a real source of
strength for abused people struggling to escape from their situation and to rebuild their lives.
Nu matter how much someone else has diminished your self-image, .Judaism is telling us, you
must recognize that ultimately you are created in the image of God. Among other things, that
means that like God, you have inherent worth, regardless of what anyone else says or does.
TI1at divine value represents a challenge to us, for we must each strive throughout our lives
to realize fue divine within us. It is a challenge, though, that gives life meaning and hope.
The following High Holy Day Message of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America
for 1992, published in Newsweek, the New York Times, and the Wall Street ]ournal/ 20 summarizes these themes nicely:
120

Puhlislwd in Newsweek, 28 Sept. 1992, in sclcclcd regions; and in the New York Times, 1 Oct. 19')2,
and the Wall Street Journal on the same date. The bold print indicated here is as it appeared in the published message.
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"Know whom you put to shame, for in the likeness of God is (s)he
made" (Genesis Rahhah 24:8).
Some people who are reading this were beaten yesterday, or terrorized, or kept in isolation. Some who tormented them are reading
this now. And they are not strangers to each other; they are family.
Intimates. People like us. Us.
Home should be a haven, the place where you can count on
being valued and protected. If instead it is a place where the people
closest to you beat you up, or keep you on edge with threats, or isolate and demean you - then what is safe?
Violence in the family is not love; it is not discipline; it is not
deserved. lt is an abuse of power, and it is wrong - because
decent people don't behave that way; because it is against the law,
and for one more reason: we are all made in the image of God. To
lash out in violence - especially against someone whose life is
linked with yours - is to violate a likeness of God, and to degrade
that likeness in yourself.
Are you being hurt or humiliated by the person you are
closest to? Believe that you do not deserve the abuse. No one
has the right to tell you that you are worthless: your worth
comes from God.
Have you been taking out your anger and frustration
against the people who depend on you? Know that you are
better than that; you are made in the image of God. You
have the power to stop hurting and belittling them. God
gives it to you.
'lb ail who read this, we ask:
• Look at yourself, at your partner, at your elderly parents, at your
children, as images of God. Treat each of them with the respect
which that demands.
• Make your home a haven. Instead of raising your hand or your
voice, raise your own dignity and the self-esteem of the people who
turn to you for love. You may not be able to perfect the world, but
this much you can do.
• Help your religious community to face the fact of domestic violence
and to offer active support to thos(; who have been enduring ahus(;,
threats, and humiliation. A house of God should be a place for
teaching restraint, decency, and reverence; make yours that place.
• Behave as though God made you worthy: it is true. Behave as
though the world depends on your humanity and decency. It does.
" .. .for the sin which we have committed before Thee, openly
and in secret. . :' (High Holy Day Liturgy)

